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Abstract
In 1933, "Ed Bolden and Ed Gottlieb organized the Philadelphia Stars, a black
professional baseball team that operated as part of the Negro National League from 1934
until 1948. For their first two seasons, the Stars amassed a loyal following through
.J.
regular advertisements in the Philadelphia Tribune and represented one of the
Northeast's best black professional teams. Beginning in 1935, however, the Stars
endured a series of losing seasons and reflected the struggles of black teams to compete
in a depressed economic atmosphere. The Stars also reflected the difficulties of Negro
National League teams to complete their schedules and to prevent their best players from
bolting to more lucrative summer leagues in Mexico and the Caribbean. During World
War II, while the major leagues experienced turmoil due to manpower shortages, the
Stars and other Negro league teams experienced a rebirth due to patriotism and improved
economic conditions within the black community. Unfortunately for the Stars, the armed
forces draft drained them of their best players, and worsening conditions at the West
Philadelphia ballpark prevented them from consistently drawing large crowds. Despite
those problems, the Stars introduced themselves to a larger section of the Philadelphia
sports community by holding weeknight doubleheaders at Shibe Park, the local major
league ballpark.
Once Jackie Robinson entered the major leagues in April 1947, the Stars and the
rest of the Negro leaeOOd in a state of disarray since none of the owners had
planned for integration or had won protection under the National Agreement. After the
1948 season, the Negro National League disbanded, but the Stars survived and joined the
Negro American League's eastern division. The Stars epitomized the poor condition of
1
black professional baseball after 1947; due to a drastic drop in attendance, they lost their
home ballpark and operated as a traveling team for the next five seasons. Additionally,
the Stars' management watched haplessly as major league organizations signed their
most promising players and offered them.small amounts of compensation. By playing
sporadically in their hometown, the Stars gradually disappeared from. the black
community's consciousness before officially disbanding in April 1953. Ironically,
integration opened up new opportunities for black players in the major leagues, but it also
led to the disappearance of the Stars and other black teams from the American landscape.
2
Introduction
The city of Philadelphia enjoyed an extensive and rich history of black baseball
that dated back to 1867 with the formation of two amateur clubs, the Phythians and the
Excelsiors. From the late nineteenth to the mid-twentieth century, numerous black
professional, semi-professional, and amateur baseball teams flourished throughout
Philadelphia and the surrounding areas. Of all those teams, the Darby-based Hilldale
Baseball Club, also known as the Hilldale Daisies, represented the most renowned and
beloved team. Under the guidance of Ed B~lden, an African-American resident of
Darby, Hilldale made a successful transition fro~ the amateur to professional circuit and,
during the 1920s, ranked among the country's premier black professional teams. In the
1920s, Hilldale won three league championships and the 1925 Negro World Series; by
the end of the decade, however, financial woes caused Bolden to dismantle his
championship squad. After ousting Bolden in a power struggle, Lloyd Thompson and
other local African-American community leaders vainly kept Hilldale alive for three
years before finally disbanding the franchise after the 1932 season.!
In 1933, Bolden revived his baseball career by forming the Philadelphia Stars
with the financial backing of Ed Gottlieb, a local sports promoter and booking agent.
During their inaugural season, the Stars benefited from favorable· newspaper coverage
and amassed a loyal fan base by competing against local and nationally respected teams.
For their 1934 campaign, the Stars built upon their achievements of the previous season
and won the Negro National League championship after a hotly contested series with the
I Neil Lanctot, Fair Dealing and Clean Playing: The Hilldale Club and the Development of Black
Professional Baseball 1910-1932 (Jefferson: McFarland & Company, 1994), 11.
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Chicago American-Giants. Sadly, the 1934 championship season represented the
pinnacle of the Stars' success on the playing field; for the remainder of their twenty-year
existence~ the team usually occupied third place or lower in. the league standings.
Although the Stars boasted several top-notch players, such as Eugene Benson and Frank
Austin, the team suffered from poor personnel decisions and poor chemistry among its
players. The Stars usually opened their seasons in waves of optimism, but a lack of
conditioning, player departures, and other problems doused that optimism as the seasons
progressed. Additionally, the Stars lost support from Philadelphia's baseball fans
because of poor performances on the playing field and because of dingy conditions in
their home ballpark at 44th and Parkside Avenue. Once the Stars lost their lease at 44th
and Parkside after the 1947 season, the team played almost exclusively on the road, and
the city's baseball· fans increasingly turned their attention to the integrating major
leagues. Consequently, the Stars franchise folded with little fanfare in April 1953. 2
Overall, the Stars failed to replace Hilldale in the hearts of Philadelphia's black
baseball but they amassed a loyal fanbase that endured filthy conditions at the 44th and
Parkside field and followed the team until its final season. Additionally, the Stars
provided local black athletes with the opportunity to play baseball on a professional level
in their hometown, an opportunity the Phillies denied local black athletes for more than a
decade after Jackie Robinson broke the color barrier. While previous studies on the
Negro leagues either ignored or provided scant information on the Stars, they provided
general infortnation on the leagues that placed the Stars within a larger context. Those
2 Dick Clark and Larry Lester, eds., The Negro Leagues Book (Cleveland: The Society for American
Baseball Research, 1994),28-29.
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studies offered negativ,e views of the Negro leagues, calling the Negro National League a
collage of independent franchises and labeling the owners' meetings as gatherings of the
country's most prominent black gangsters. The studies also highlighted the financial
problems facing the Negro National League during the Depression and after integration
as well as the near-constant arguments between team owners that hampered the league's
growth into a more stable organization.3
At the same time, those studies mourned the passing of all-black teams after the
major league integrated in the 1947 season and revealed the leagues' relevance to black
society. Similar to the other Negro National League franchises, the Stars arose in a wave
of black nationalism in the early 1930s and gave the black community a sense of
empowerment within a white-dominated society. As the decade progressed,· the Stars
increasingly embodied the accommodations that black institutions needed to make with
white capital in order to survive in Jim Crow America. Once World War II began, the
Stars and other Negro National League teams symbolized the glaring hypocrisy facing
the United States-the country fought against racism overseas, but it followed .racist
policies within its borders. After Jackie Robinson entered, the major leagues in 1947, the
Stars represented one of the unfortunate consequences of integration; while black players
thrived in the major leagues, all-black teams endured financial hemorrhages and
gradually disappeared. Throughout their history, the Stars embodied the black
community's response to the Phillies and the A's, two major league organizations that
3 Jules Tygiel, Baseball's Great Experience: Jackie Robinson and his Legacy (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1983),22; Donn Rogosin, Invisible Men: Life in Baseball's Negro Leagues, (New York:
Atheneum, 1983),68.
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actively shunned black players as well as their fans. Moreover, the Stars reflected the
ability of Negro National League teams to both entertain and infuriate their fans and
exemplified the obstacles that league teams faced in Jim Crow America.
6
Chapter One-Hilldale and the Early Years, 1933-1934
Initially, the Hilldale Baseball Club from Darby, formed in 1910, simply
represented another amateur black baseball team, virtually indistinguishable from the
other clubs that had organized in the Philadelphia area since the end of the Civil War.
The team played in an open clearing in Darby at the comer of 10th and Summit Streets
and held a collection after each game to meet expenses. Players on Hilldale ranged in
age from fourteen to seventeen, lived in Darby or nearby communities, and held unskilled
or semi-skilled jobs. During Hilldale's first season, twenty-nine-year-old Ed Bolden -
replaced nineteen-year-old Austin Devere Thompson as the team's manager. Although
Bolden had never played baseball, the Hilldale club had asked him to keep score of one
of the team's games and subsequently invited him to assume control of the undisciplined
young team. An employee of the- Central Post Office in Philadelphia since 1904, the
diminutive Bolden-barely five feet seven inches tall-possessed nearly impeccable
work habits and had earned the respect of his co-workers at the central post office. As an
enthusiastic baseball fan, Bolden viewed the prospect of managing a local team as
intriguing, and he immediately began to make positive changes in the club's operations.4
In an effort to expand the team's prestige and reputation, Bolden relied upon the
African-American press for publicity and initiated a promotional campaign on the pages
of Philadelphia's leading black weekly newspaper, the Philadelphia Tribune. Founded in
1884, the Tribune offered a single page of sports coverage and acted as a forum for local
black baseball teams to air grievances, make announcements, or simply promote
themselves to the public.tiBolden, nicknamed the "chief," bombarded the Tribune with
4 Lanctot, 17.
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press releases that boasted ofHilldale's favorable playing grounds and asked to hear from
all black base15all teams in the area. His publicity efforts succeeded in building a loyal
fan base for Hilldale; starting in 1912, crowds at Hilldale's games reached ~he thousands
and steadily rose during the subsequent seasons. In addition to drawing fans from Darby,
Hilldale also started to attract spectators from Philadelphia; for a Decoration Day game in
1912, the Tribune noted the large number of the city's professional men and women
present in the crowd.5
To accommodate Hilldale's fans, Bolden attempted to rent a playing field in
Philadelphia, but prevalent racial prejudice in the city closed all available fields to his
team. Bolden, however, succeeded in purchasing a ballpark at 9th and Cedar Avenue in
Darby, a place·easily accessible for the team's fans throughout Philadelphia. As Hilldale
continued to prosper, Bolden bombarded the Tribune with press releases praising the
team·and Hilldale Park; in addition to printing Hilldale's boxscores, the newspaper also
gave the team its own column, "Hilldale Pickups." Beginning in the 1917 season,
Hilldale operated as aprofessional team and benefited financially from the post-World
War I boom in professional and amateur sports. To finance his growing team, Bolden
formed the exclusively African-American Hilldale Corporation and served as the new
corporation's president. Over the next several seasons, the team occasionally struggled
against stronger black professional teams, but it defeated nearly all of its white semi-
professional opponents. Bolden also scheduled games against barnstorming major league
5 Lanctot., 18-20.
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teams, and, much to the chagrin of Commissioner Kennesaw Mountain Landis, usually
defeated the white players.6
After competing successfully as an independent team, Hilldale joined the newly
formed Negro National League (NNL) for the 1921 season, but Bolden quickly withdrew
the team from the NNL over disputes with th~eague's owner, Rube Foster. Prior to the
1923 season, Bolden formed the rival Eastern Colored League (ECL) with the Brooklyn
Royal Giants, Cuban Stars, New York Lincoln Giants, Atlantic City Bacharachs, and
Baltimore Black Sox. As president of the ECL, Bolden raided the NNL for its best
players and, consequently, Hilldale won the first three championships of the ECL.
Hilldale also participated in both the 1924 and 1925 Negro World Series, competing
against the NNL champion Kansas City Monarchs and capturing the championship in
1925.7
Despite those successful seasons, Hilldale's fortunes steadily declined for the
remainder of the decade; beginning in its 1925 championship season, the team
consistently experienced financial losses. In the fall of 1927, the pressures of running the
increasingly unruly ECL and the Hilldale Corporation led Bolden to suffer a nervous
breakdown. The Tribune explained that Bolden "has had little time for rest and
relaxation" and assured readers that he simply needed rest in order to "allow nature the
time to rebuild the worn tissues."g Following his quick recovery, Bolden withdrew
Hilldale from the ECL, a move that predicated the doom of the unstable league in 1928.
6 Lanctot, 19-23,49-60; John A. Saunders, 100 Years After Emancipation: History ofthe Philadelphia
Negro (n.d., n.p.), 191.
7 Mark Ribowsky, A Complete History ofthe Negro Leagues, 1884-1955 (New York: Birch Lane Press,
1995),119-131.
8 Philadelphia Tribune 22 September 1927; Ribowsky, 132.
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Briefly, Bolden attempted to re-exert control over the direction of black professional
baseball through the ill-fated American Negro League, but that venture also failed due to
financial problems. and disputes among the teams. As Hilldale continued to endure
financial deficits, Bolden drew the ire of Philadelphia's black community by using white
umpires at Hilldale Park. In two strongly worded editorials, the Tribune criticized
Bolden and the Hilldale Corporation for having an inferiority complex and for believing
"that everything white is better than everything colored.,,9
The stock market crash in October 1929 dealt a crushing blow to the country's
African-American communities, and the future of Hilldale as well as other black
professional teams remained uncertain. Confident that Hilldale could no longer exist in
the depressed economic climate, Bolden quietly began to dissolve the franchise. He
neglected to renew the lease at Hilldale Park and began to ship the team's property to
Passon Field at 48th and Spruce Streets in West Philadelphia. With the move to Passon
Field, Bolden expected to launch a new team-Ed Bolden's Hillsdale Club-with the
financial backing of Harry Passon, a white sports promoter. In early 1930, however,
Lloyd Thompson and two other members of the Hilldale Corporation joined to block the
club's dissolution and succeeded in obtaining a new lease at Hilldale Park. Hilldale's
sudden revival effectively thwarted Bolden's plans to form a new team and appeared to
end his baseball career. Randy Dixon of the Tribune called Bolden an "Uncle Tom" for
making "arrangements to take something that had been nurtured by colored people and
was a colored institution and bend it in such a manner to fill the coffers of the Nordic."lo
9 Lanctot, 200-204.
10 Ibid.
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Dixon finished his critique ofBolden's careerwith the declaration that "the man who was
once a king is now a piker and Ed Bolden is through. We mean THROUGH!"ll
Despite the change in management, financial problems continued to plague
Hilldale, and the Hilldale Baseball Club folded following the 1932 season. In a terse·
statement to the press, Delaware County politician and businessman John Drew,·who had
assumed control of the Hilldale corporation in 1931, noted that "present conditions are
such that the fans do not have money to spend on baseball.,,12 Former Hilldale pitcher
Webster McDonald, however, later blamed the team's demise on Drew's unwillingness
to cultivate profitable relationships with white promoters and to work with white booking
agents. The Tribune mourned the passing of Hilldale, saying that the team's
"accomplishments have made glad the heart of every school boy of our race.,,13 The
newspaper also summarized the significance of Hilldale to Philadelphia, proclaiming that
Hilldale's players "impregnated many with the determination to duplicate their stand and
to soar to the heights they have reached in their chosen profession.,,14
In February 1932, Bolden launched his comeback in baseball by delivering a
speech, "Progressive Ideas in Modem Baseball," to the Darby Phantoms athletic club.
Bolden, a compelling and eloquent speaker, so impressed the organization that it named
him an honorary member and invited him to assume control of its amateur football,
baseball, and basketball teams. Once the organization assured him of absolute authority,
Bolden accepted the offer and focused his attention to the Phantoms' baseball team that
11 Lanctot, 200-204 .
12 Ibid., 218.
13 Ibid., 229.
14 Ibid.
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had won the last three Inter-Urban League championships. Bolden aggressively
promoted the team as well as his return to baseball and launched ambitious plans to
elevate the young team to professional status. Despite regular bookings and the addition
of several professional players, the Phantoms attained only modest success as a traveling
team and consistently lost to more experienced opponents. IS
Following his failed experiment with the Phantoms' baseball team, Bolden
abandoned the organization and formed "Ed Bolden's Philadelphia Stars" with the aid of
Ed Gottlieb, a white booking agent. Gottlieb, who also promoted local basketball and
baseball teams, had recently added a baseball version of his all-ethnic basketball team,
the South Philadelphia Hebrew All-Stars (Sphas). Gus Greenlee, owner of the Pittsburgh
Crawfords and organizer of a new black professional league, had convinced Gottlieb that
ownership of a black baseball team represented a profitable business enterprise. Gottlieb
had also grown involved in black professional baseball through his alliance with Nat
Strong, a powerful white booking agent in the 1920s who controlled ballparks throughout
New York and Philadelphia. Following Strong's death, Gottlieb emerged as one of the
most powerful booking agents along the eastern seaboard and as· a figure with whom
Greenlee needed in order for his league to survive. 16
When Greenlee purchased the Pittsburgh Crawford Giants in 1930, he intended to
use the team as a shield for the gambling ventures he oversaw in the multiracial ghettos
of the city's Hill District. For a time, Greenlee contented himself by hiding his gambling
money in the Crawfords' account books; when he leamed that Cum Posey had made
15 Lanctot, 221-222.
16 Ribowsky, 155, 179; Saunders, 194.
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money with the nearby Homestead Grays, however, Greenlee devoted himself to building
a successful team. Over the next three seasons, Greenlee challenged the Grays'
hegemony in Pittsburgh by spending large sums of money to purchase the best players
and to build a ballpark for the Crawfords. Following in the footsteps of Rube Foster,
Greenlee aimed to develop a new Negro National League (NNL) that depended upon a
black economic foundation and black capital at the box office. According to Greenlee,
the promise of black capital should represent a reward for major league teams, an
inducement for on-field integration and not a license for continued segregation.
Consequently, NNL teams needed to evolve as public trusts within the black community,
with real money spent for marketing and social causes that would create an overall
idertity beyond the baseball diamond and lure black fans to game. While forming his
league, however, Greenlee realized that he needed to deal with white owners of black
teams and white booking agents to schedule games in most major cities. Despite those
setbacks to his dream of an all-black league, Greenlee continued to fulfill his fantasy of
operating a professional baseball league. 17
In February 1933, newspapermen, white booking agents, and club owners-
including Bolden and Greenlee-held an informal meeting in Gottlieb's center city office
to finalize plans for the new NNL. At that time, the NNL consisted of teams from
Pittsburgh and the Midwest, and Greenlee wanted a division of teams based in eastern
cities to join the league. At the end of the season, the leading teams from each division
would meet in a championship series. To avoid the problem of earlier leagues, Greenlee
decided against playing league games every day and passed rules punishing players for
17 Ribowsky, 157-171.
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rowdy behavior on the field and punishing owners for raiding other teams' rosters. By
creating open weekdays, Greenlee left room for owners to schedule profitable exhibition
U games with independent or semi-professional teams. Not surprisingly, Greenlee selected
Gottlieb as the booking agent for league teams when they traveled east of Pittsburgh. IS
Despite their association with Greenlee, Bolden and Gottlieb never joined the
NNL in the 1933 season, believing that they could make more money as an independent
team playing in Philadelphia's lucrative semi-professional market. Other teams along the
eastern seaboard also declined to join the NNL in 1933, and Greenlee's plans to add a
division ofeastern teams never fully materialized during the season. In order to avoid his
failure with the Darby Phantoms, Bolden solicited the aid of two former Hilldale players,
Webster McDonald and Dick Lundy, to recruit the best available professional players.
As a result of their efforts, the Stars' opening day roster contained numerous talented and
popular former Hilldale players including McDonald, Lundy, Rap Dixon, "Biz" Mackey,
and Jake Stevens. Although Bolden's name remained firmly attached to the Stars,
Gottlieb provided the money, served as the team's business manager, and booked the
team's games. As the team secretary, McDonald worked with Gottlieb in distributing
money to the players; in lieu of salaries, the players earned a percentage of the profits
from gate receipts. McDonald alsQ strengthened the pitching staff with his submarine
style of throwing, while field manager Lundy solidified the infield by playing at third
base. 19
18 Pittsburgh Courier, 15 February 1933; Philadelphia Tribune, 15 March 1933.
19 John Holway, Voices from the Great Black Baseball Leagues (New York: Dodd, Mead, & Company,
1975),80-88; Clark & Lester, 113.
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With the exception of the Darby Phantoms, Philadelphia's black sports
community welcomed Bolden's return to professional baseball and eagerly awaited the
start of the Stars' season. In a statement to the Tribune, Ray Macey of the Phantoms
criticized Bolden for deserting the baseball team after causing the team to lose its amateur
status. Macey accused Bolden of using his reputation and "flowery-scented words," to
manipulate the Phantoms' young baseball players into unwisely agreeing to join the
professional ranks.20 He also mentioned that Bolden never personally notified the club of
his decision to leave the Phantoms, instead telling them that he wanted to remain on the
club records as an honorary member. In closing, Macey acknowledged that no Jaw
. existed for "condemning a man for honestly trying to better his present surroundings,"
but he emphasized that Bolden's departure had destroyed the young Phantoms' hopes and
dreams.21
Although the Tribune's sports' writers had severely criticized Bolden during his
final years with Hilldale, they inexplicably overlooked Bolden's past misdeeds and
consistently praised his efforts to organize the Philadelphia Stars. Furthermore, the
sports' writers never criticized Bolden for working closely with Gottlieb to develop the
Stars, perhaps in silent acknowledgment that black baseball needed white capital to
survive. Instead, the writers consistently emphasized Bolden's connections to the new
team. One article proclaimed that Bolden's "recent announcements prove his return to
the big time through the new Philadelphia Stars [represents] more than just an idle
gesture. ,,22 The newspaper labeled the Stars' roster a "choice coterie of diamond laborers
20 Philadelphia Tribune, 23 March 1933.
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid., 16 March 1933.
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whose past exploits and present records insure [Bolden] of fielding an aggregation that
will doff the sombrero to no rival cast.,,23 The newspaper also praised team secretary
McDonald, "the plutocrat ofall Negro twirlers," and catcher "Biz" Mackey, "known the
length of the country for his uncanny throwing arm and destructive batting.,,24
Additionally, the newspaper emphasized Bolden's satisfaction with the roster and his
expectation to land a team, "which will make the city forget its baseball headaches of
recent seasons.,,25 Beginning in April, the Tribune promoted the Stars' daily practice
sessions at Passon Field, located at 48th and Spruce Streets, and continued to convey
Bolden's belief that the Stars represented "the most colorful combination in colored
baseball.,,26
Carrying those grand expectations, the Stars finally opened their season in late
April against an all-white York team from the New York-Pennsylvania League.
Although the Stars split the opening day doubleheader, they swept through their early
season schedule, playing primarily against local white semi-professional and professional
teams. Their opponents included teams from Frankford, Mayfair, and Camden; they also
faced teams from the· Philadelphia Independent League, such as the South Phillies and the
All-Phillies. The team played nearly every day of the week-mostly at nighttime under
the archlights-and they always represented the visiting team. The Stars also frequently
played doubleheaders on either one or both days of the weekend, but a state curfew law
prevented them from playing on Sunday nights. While the Stars often faced the same
23 Philadelphia Tribune, 16 March 1933.
24 Ibid. .
25 Ibid.
26 Ibid., 13 April 1933.
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opponent in those doubleheaders, they occasionally faced two different teams or played
in two different locations during the same day. The Stars' early season schedule revealed
Bolden's caution in introducing the team to the public-·he wanted to give the team
exposure, but at the same time, he wanted to ensure that the team fared well and attracted
the city's interest??
The Stars' early successes spurred Randy Dixon, the Tribune's sports editor who
once proclaimed Bolden's career as through, to acknowledge the team's superiority over
local white teams. In a sharp contrast to his earlier columns, Dixon saluted the
"honorable" Bolden for placing a baseball team "on local green pastures that should well
merit the approval of the most critical fandom.,,28 Dixon, however, mentioned that he
and the city's baseball fans wondered how the Stars would fare against powerful black
professional teams, namely the Pittsburgh Crawfords, Homestead Grays, and New York
Black Yankees. He mentioned that the Stars had scheduled an upcoming game against
the Crawfords and predicted that the Stars "stand an even chance of bringing home the
bacon," even though the Crawfords had also enjoyed success early in the season?9
Soon after that article appeared, the Stars fulfilled Dixon's prediction by defeating
the Crawfords in Pittsburgh, leading the Tribune to declare that the team had "stepped in
the front rank of eastern Negro baseball teams.,,30 Carrying momentum from that victory,
the Stars began a series with Harry Passon's Bacharach Giants, a rival black team from
Philadelphia that had amassed a better percentage of games won and lost than the Stars.
27 Philadelphia Tribune, 27 April, 4 May, 11 May 1933.
28 Ibid., 11 May 1933.
29 Ibid.
30 Ibid., 18 May 1933.
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Originally known as the Atlantic City Bacharachs, the Bacharach Giants, or the Bees, had
played in the semi-professional and professional ranks since 1917 and had moved to
Philadelphia in 1931. In 1932, the" team had garnered an impressive record, defeating
nearly all the leading white teams from the local area and defeating the powerful
Crawfords near the end of the season. The Bees also played their home games at Passon
Field; for the 1932 season, the team made improvements at the field, installing a new
grandstand and larger clubhouse and adding lights for weeknight games. In the Tribune,
the Bees' general manager boasted that the improvements made Passon Field the most
convenient and beautiful ballpark in the city; additionally, the reasonable admission
prices allowed even the youngest fans to attend games. The Bees also promoted that they
had retained the services of former Hilldale players, such as Otto Briggs, Nip Winters,
and Phil Cockrell.31
The Tribune extensively covered the impending contest; prior to the first game,
the newspaper printed a large picture of the Bees' first baseman George Carr and warned
the Stars that they "gotta watch him.,,32 The newsp"aper also reported that both teams had
amassed a legion of loyal supporters and that both teams' fans had clamored for a series
between the two rivals. Even though the Stars handily defeated the Bees in three games
early in the season, an intense rivalry quickly developed between the two teams that
lasted for the remainder of the year. For a late season contest between the Stars and the
Bees, the newspaper mentioned the Bees' earlier losses and emphasized the team's desire
for a chance at vindication.33
31 Philadelphia Tribune, 6 April 1933, 4 May 1933.
32 Ibid., 22 June 1933.
33 Ibid., 22 June 1933,24 August 1933.
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The Stars also entered into a bitter rivalry with the semi-professional Passon Club,
another Harry Passon-owned local team. As that rivalry intensified, the Tribune tweaked
.
the feud by declaring that the Stars' andPassons' clashes "have become bitter feuds with
fans leaving the park talking about the game over and over again.,,34 Additionally, the
newspaper proclaimed that "no club [exists] that Passon's would rather defeat than [the
Stars] and the same shoe fits on the other foot. ,,35 Ultimately, the Stars fared well against
their inner-city rivals, splitting the season series with bo& clubs and, more importantly,
satisfying their fans with competitive and exciting baseball.
Starting in late July, Bolden arranged for the Stars to play home games at the old
Hilldale Park, and he once allegedly promoted the Stars as "Hilldale" to out-of-city
residents. The promotional efforts from the newspaper and from Bolden succeeded in
drawing numerous fans to Stars' games; the Tribune occasionally noted that the Stars
played before thousands of fans or "the largest crowd of the season.,,36 For their games
against the Bees and the Passon Club, the Stars played in front of crowds numbering from
two thousand to four thousand spectators. On opening day at Hilldale Park, the Stars
attracted five thousand fans for a game with the Black Yankees; late in the season, a
game between the Stars and Crawfords drew a standing-room only crowd. As the
football season began, the Stars quietly closed their inaugural campaign, but their success
had left a positive impression with the city's fans and continued into the next year.37
34 Philadelphia Tribune, 17 August 1933.
35 Ibid..
36 Ibid., 22 June 1933; Lanctot, 225.
37 Philadelphia Tribune, 29 June, 6 July, 10 August 1933; Ribowsky, 179.
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Since the Stars played a regular schedule before large crowds, the team made
money during the season; McDonald boasted to the players that they had earned their
eating money for the day and treated them to steak dinners after victorious games. By
contrast, only three teams in the NNL played complete schedules, and the other members
either withdrew from the league to play independently or disbanded due to heavy
financial losses. The league's sole eastern team-the Baltimore Black Sox-withdrew
when its promoters discovered that no other eastern club had joined and that they would
lose too much money traveling to the Midwest. In mid-season, Greenlee made a brilliant
decision to hold an all-star game, called the East-West game, in Chicago; a near-capacity
crowd filled Comiskey Park, but the game failed to spa an attendance increase for
league games. Greenlee, however, sparked a controversy several nths after the season
ended when he proclaimed that his Crawfords had won the champio~ hip even though
the league never held a championship series. During the winter months, Greenlee
continued to press Bolden about formally joining the NNL, but Bolden remained opposed
to the prospect. As Bolden explained to the Pittsburgh Courier, "Hilldale... made all of
its money playing independent baseball and then went into a league and started to lose
money.,,38
Over the next several months, Bolden actively participated in meetings that aimed
to introduce eastern teams into a reconfigured NNL. Before joining the league, Bolden
demanded that the other owners reject Passon's application for the Bees, arguing that
Philadelphia could not financially support two league teams. Unwilling to make enemies
in black baseball, Passon withdrew his application for full membership and offered his
38 Pittsburgh Courier, 30 December 1933; Holway, 80-88.
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best wishes to the other owners. Bolden also campaigned against making a good faith
deposit of either one hundred or five hundred dollars, but the other owners insisted on
keeping the deposit as protection against fines and defaults in players' earnings. Despite
that loss, the Stars. formally joined the NLL with the Chicago American Giants,
Pittsburgh Crawfords, Newark Dodgers, Baltimore BlaGk Sox, and Nashville Elite
Giants; the Homestead Grays and Bees joined as associate members. At a meeting in
March in Philadelphia, the NNL's owners elected W. Rollo Wilson, a nationally known
black newspaper columnist, as Commissioner and retained Gottlieb as the league's
booking agent. The owners also instituted laws governing players' salaries and player
tampering and adopted a split season schedule with the two half-season winners meeting
in a post-season championship series.39
In addition to announcing that the Stars had joined the NNL, the Tribune reported
that Bolden had replaced the departed Lundy with McDonald as the Stars' manager.
Similar to the previous season, Bolden placed advertisements for Stars' games in the
newspaper; he signed Phil Cockrell, who had pitched for the Bees in 1933, to a contract
in the Tribune's offices. The Tribune detailed Cockrell's long and distinguished career
j.-
that began with Hilldale in 1916 and claimed that he pitched more no-hitters than any
other black pitcher. The newspaper also conveyed Bolden's jubilation over the
acquisition of third baseman A.D. "Dewey" Creacy and declared that Creacy made the
Stars' infield "as tight as a Scotch miser during a money panic.,,40 Furthermore, the
39 Philadelphia Tribune, 15 February 1934; Pittsburgh Courier, 10 February 1934.
40 Philadelphia Tribune, 22 March 1934; 1February 1934.
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newspaper praised Bolden for other changes he made to the Stars' 1933 roster, such as
signing rookie pitchers Stewart "Slim" Jonesand Rocky Ellis and infielder Jake Dunn.41
Unlike last season, the Stars exclusively used a newly renovated Passon Field as
their home ballpark, a site more accessible for the city's baseball fans than Hilldale Park,
and only occasionally faced local white teams. On May 13, the Stars officially opened
the NNL's regular season with a game against Dick Lundy's Newark Dodgers and
entertained five thousand fans at Passon Field with a shutout victory. Prior to the game,
the Octavious V. Catto Elks Band led the two teams on a march to the flagpole and then
played the national anthem; Robert 1. Nelson, one of the three Pennsylvania Athletic
Commissioners, threw out the first ball. NNL Commissioner Rollo Wilson autographed
the baseball and watched the game from the pressbox.42
Following that strong opening against the Dodgers, the Stars continued to face
powerful league foes and to attract large crowds to Passon Field. For·agame with the
Grays, the Stars drew an overflow crowd that "parked everywhere except homeplate"; a
"full five thousand fans packed every inch of space" for a contest between the Stars and
the American Giants.43 In June, the Stars secured second place in the NNL by sweeping
a doubleheader against the Elite Giants, and the American Giants won the first half title.
In the midst of the busy schedule against NNL teams, the Stars renewed their rivalries
against the Passon Club and the Bees. Starting in late July, the Stars and the Bees-now
members of the NNL-inaugurated a five-game series at Passon Field for the city
championship. A "well-known sportsman" had donated a trophy to award the winner of
41 Philadelphia Tribune, 22 February, 22 March 1934.
42 Ibid., 17 May 1934.
43 Ibid., 31 May, 7 June 1934.
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the series, and the teams' owners had made a side bet on the outcome of the series.
Ultimately, the Stars won the city championship in four games; although the Tribune
reported that as many as four thousand fans attended the games, the newspaper never
revealed the stakes of the owners' bet. The Stars also triumphed in the season series with
the Passon Club, regularly defeated the team by a large margin ofruns.44
The Stars' sustained success in the 1934 season overshadowed the seasons of all
other local black teams and vaulted them into first place for the second half of the NNL's
y
season. On August 20, the Stars met the second-place Crawfords in a six-game weekend
series held in Pittsburgh and at Phillies Park, located at Broad and Lehigh Avenue.
,.
While the Stars lost four ofthe games, the team still held onto first place and solidified its
lead by sweeping a three-game series with the Elite Giants. During their climb to the top
of the NNL, the Stars relied upon ace rookie pitcher "Slim" Jones to win crucial contests.
The rest of the Stars' roster displayed an amazing amount of chemistry-players
consistently reached base, and the entire team consistently generated runs. In September,
the Stars and other NNL teams participated in benefit games held at Yankee Stadiuin in
memory of two slain police sergeants. The games drew an inter-racial crowd of over
thi,rty thousand spectators; in the Stars' game, "Slim" Jones evenly matched the
Crawfords' ace Satchel Paige before the umpire called the tie game due to darkness. Ed
Harris, a Tribune sportswriter, used the occasion to declare that the Stars had helped to
present black baseball as "fit for the big time leagues" and to disprove the notion that
"Negro baseball isn't worth a dime.,,45
44 Philadelphia Tribune, 14 June, 28 June, 26 July, 2 August 1934.
45 Ibid., 23 August, 30 August, 13 September 1934.
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Shortly after those benefit games, the Stars and Am~rican Giants started a seven-
game playoff series to determine the NNL championship. In the series, the Stars held
home-field advantage, but they lost the first two games. As they had done all season, the
Stars turned to their leader and veteran pitcher McDonald who capped off the best season
ofhis career by defeating the American Giants in game three and giving the team its only
road victory in the series. Oddly, the Stars interrupted their playoff series to face the
Crawfords in a rematch of their called game at Yankee Stadium. Baseball fans had
expressed such a level of enthusiasm overthe first, undecided contest that they demanded
another game to determine whether Satchel Paige or "Slim" Jones represented the better
pitcher. In the rematch, twenty-five thousand fans filled Yankee Stadium and actively
rooted for Jones; unfortunately for the young pitcher, he lost to Paige bya 3-1 score.
Following that rematch, the Stars won the fifth and sixth games of their playoff series,
but controversies plagued the last game and left the team's victory in doubt. David
Megher, the American Giants' field manager, protested the outcome of game six to
Commissioner Wilson since the umpires had allowed two Stars' players, Jud Wilson and
Emile Brooks, to remain in the game after they had physically attacked the umpires. In
an early morning meeting, Bolden and Gottlieb strenuously pleaded with Commissioner
Wilson to allow their players to partake in the next contest. Bolden drew the ire of the
American Giants' owner Robert Coles by threatening to pull the Stars from the series if
the Commissioner suspended any of his players. Although Commissioner Wilson had
decided to suspend the Stars' players for the seventh game, Bolden's threat forced him to
reverse his decision and to allow them to participate in the important contest,46
46 Philadelphia Tribune, 27 September, 4 October, 11 October 1934.
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In game seven, a riot nearly erupted after one of the umpires told the American
Giants' left fielder to leave the field after the player struck him with his bat to protest a
called third strike. Since the game· ended in a tie, the teams played an eighth and
controversy-filled game at Passon Field; the Stars ultimately triumphed and captured the
NNL Championship. Unfortunately for the Stars, the barrage of player disturbances and
Commissioner Wilson's decision not to suspend Jud Wilson tainted their championship.
Those controversies also caused attendance at the playoff games to decline steadily; the
three games in Chicago drew overflow crowds, but the final game at Passon Field
attracted only two thousand fans. In the Tribune, Ed Harris proclaimed that the NNL
"took a kick in the pants," detailed the two "sorry incidents" that marred game six, and
placed the blame squarely on Jud Wilson and Emile Brooks.47 Harris decried their
actions as illegal, childish, and "unfair to their teammates and to the fans...who had paid
to see a baseball game and not a court~room debate or prize fight.,,48 He also heaped
criticism upon the umpires, claiming that they should have ejected the two Stars' players
inorder to protect their self-respect and to prevent the American Giants from filing a
protest.49
The Stars' controversial victory also caused problems to erupt in the NNL and
gave credence to the beliefof some owners that a small clique-that included Bolden and
Gottlieb-dominated the league's affairs. Those controversies also overshadowed a
successful financial season for the NNL; only two clubs, the Newark Dodgers and the
Cleveland club, lost money, and all clubs completed their schedules. In order to sustain
47 Philadelphia Tribune, 11 October, 4 October 1934.
48 Ibid., 11 October 1934.
49 Ibid.
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that success in upcoming seasons, the NNL faced numerous obstacles-·several owners
threatened to leav~ the league unless it granted them important concessions, such as a
more balanced schedule, with teams playing an equal number of league games. Most
importantly for the Stars, the playoff controversies overshadowed Bolden's remarkable
comeback in black professional baseball and his impressive accomplishment of leading
two different teams to league championships.50
Despite those problems within the NNL, black professional baseball had taken a
social leap forward over the past two seasons since it reflected the new wave of black
nationalism that had emerged in the late 1920s. Taking the lead of Sinclair Lewis and
Theodore Dreiser, black authors eschewed subservient sensibilities and began writing
defiantly about the black condition. That hard-bitten idealism, called the New Negro,
fueled not only the Harlem Renaissance writers' colony but also the proliferation of all
forms of black expression, including sports. African-Americans took immense pride in
Satchel Paige, Josh Gibson, and Joe Louis; with John Henry Lewis, Joe Louis placed
bhlck men on even footing with white men in professional boxing. Moreover, the East-
West game fed into the New Negro mentality, as well as the everyday heroism of the
successful black man, since black fans voted for the games' participants on ballots
distributed in black newspapers. African-Americans expected their baseball stars to stand
a cut above the white players in order to strike a rough equivalence and worked hard to
appear respectable by wearing their best clothes to opening day and weekend contests.
As the black community's financial situation steadily worsened during the remainder of
50 Philadelphia Tribune, 8 November 1934.
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the decade, black professional baseball also suffered financially, and. NNL teams
struggled to survive in the depressed economic environment.S!
51 Ribowsky, 171-175.
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Chapter Two-Decline, 1935-1941
The NNL's 1935 season began with a contentious owners' meeting in
Philadelphia that established the tone of owners' meetings for the remainder of the
decade. With the league's financial situation worsening, the owners grew undisciplined
in their efforts.to make money with their teams and undermined the league's credibility
by not following their schedules. For the Stars, the 1935 season marked a turning point
in their history; after enjoying success both on and off the field during their first two
years, the team began a string of losing seasons and financial deficits. As the decade
progressed, the Stars epitomized NNL teams since they endured declines in attendance,
failed to complete their league schedules, and lost several of their best players to the
burgeoning Caribbean summer leagues. Despite their problems, the Stars and the rest of
the NNL survived the Depression, but, by the early 1940s, they desperately needed
something to spark a renewed interest in black professional baseball.
At the first owners' meeting in 1935, Commissioner Wilson represented the focal
point of the owners' discontent for the controversial decisions he made the previous
season. Once the league admitted three teams from New York City-Jim Semler's Black
Yankees, Alex Pompez's Cubans, and Abe Manley'~ Brooklyn Eagles-a faction of
owners formed who wanted to place a New York man in the commissioner's office.
Bolden led another faction that supported Wilson, but he lost once Greenlee made a vote-
swapping deal with the New York group. Greenlee agreed to support Civil Service
Commissioner Ferdinand Morton from New York as the new league commissioner, and
in return, the New York faction would elect his associate John Clark as league secretary.
After the heated election for commissioner ended, the owners conducted other league
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business, such as posting forfeits of five hundred dollars and adopting a seventy-two.
game split-season schedule. The owners also selected members for other league
offices-Greenlee retained his position as president, and the owners chose Clark as
secretary-that left Philadelphia without an officer in the organization. Philadelphia also
lost a league franchise when Harry Passon withdrew the Bees since he felt that his team
could no longer present strong opposition to the other clubs.52
In his column describing the owners' meeting, Ed Harris criticized the league's
new commissioner, Ferdinand Morton, by pointing out that Morton did "not know
anything about baseba11.;,53 Harris wryly joked that "what [Morton] doesn't know the
boys will very glad to teach him. It's going to be fun watching things this season.,,54
According to Harris, Morton would only last one season because he would inevitably
make decisions that would offend several owners, and then those owners would seek
another replacement. He asserted that the league needed someone like Kennesaw
Mountain Landis, a man familiar with baseball and who confronted owners if they
attempted to flaunt league rules. Instead, Harris lamented, the league chose a
commissioner who agreed to work without a salary and who lacked the power to enforce
discipline among the owners. While Harris complimented the league for a successful
1934 season, he made a poignant remark that would emerge as a constant theme: "the
league is working for .the owners and not the.owners for the league.,,55
52 Philadeiphia Tribune, 14 February 1935.
53 Ibid., 14 March 1935.
54 Ibid.
55 Ibid.
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With the admission'ofthe Black Yankees, Cubans, and Eagles, the NNL owners'
meetings brought together the country's most powerful black gangsters who operated the
numbers' game, the poor man's lottery. For as little as a nickel, individuals gambled on
hitting a lucky combination of three numbers and winning a payoff of six hundred to one.
Since the true odds of winning stood at nine hundred ninety-nine to one, considerable
profits awaited a resourceful and reliable man who could oversee the operation. African-
Americans widely accepted the illegal numbers game; since black Americans had few
legitimate business opportunities, many of the most talented and resourceful black
entrepreneurs entered the numbers racket. Reportedly, Alex Pompez grossed as much as
$7,000 to $8,000 a day from his gambling organization, and Gus Greenlee's peak income
reached $20,000 to $25,000 per day. Pompez and Greenlee earned reputations as
community benefactors by donating portions of their gambling profits to the black
community, whereas Jim "Soldier Boy"Semler carried the reputation of a ruthless
gangster who used violence and intimidation. Abe Manley operated the numbers game in
several New Jersey cities and Rufus "Sonnyman" Jackson bankrolled the Homestead
Grays with his gambling profits. Tom Wilson, owner of the Nashville and later
Baltimore Elite Giants, also participated in the numbers game. In Philadelphia, Bolden
steered clear of the gambling community that supported the NNL, but Gottlieb associated
with gangsters and numbers men throughout his entire career. No evidence surfaced that
indicated whether Gottlieb profited from the numbers game, donated his profits to
projects within the city's black community, or employed violent methods to extract
money from the gambling world.56
56 Tygiel, Past Time: Baseball as History (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 136- 137.
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Over the next seven years, the Stars' seasons usually followed a predictable
pattern-.the team ppened with hopes of a championship, quickly fell behind other league
teams in the standings, and finished out of championship contention. Initially, the team
joined other NNL clubs in the South for spring training exercises, but a lack of financial
resources later forced the players to conduct all of their training exercises in Philadelphia.
By training in the North, the Stars missed out on precious exhibition contests and on
opportunities to scout in the potent southern baseball market. Consequently, the Stars'
veteran players experienced difficulty getting into shape for the regular season, and the
team's rookies lacked valuable experience against powerful league competition.
Furthermore, the Stars' roster usually remained incomplete until early April, and many
players reported late to the already-limited spring training sessions. Beginning in 1935,
the Stars played most of the their home games at the 44th and Parkside field, nicknamed
Bolden Bowl, and gradually stopped holding contests at the rapidly-deteriorating Passon
Field. For opening day, the Stars conducted pre-game festivities with a march to the
flagpole and a local or state dignitary tossing the first pitch; on several occasions, the
team displayed a new version of their red, white, and blue uniforms. The capacity
opening day crowds expressed optimism and enthusiasm for their hometown team, but
those feelings disappeared as the season progressed since the Stars appeared lackadaisical
and dispirited on the baseball field. For the remainder of the decade, the Stars failed to
recapture the chemistry they enjoyed in their championship season-batters failed to get
hits, fielders misjudged balls, and the entire team failed to generate runs.57
57 Philadelphia Tribune, 16 May, 18 July 1935; 7 May 1936.
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Due to the Stars' persistently poor performances on the field, Bolden constantly
added and subtracted players from the team's roster, and most ofthe players from the
championship left the team by the end of the decade. Webster McDonald managed and
pitched until the 1937 season when he left to pursue a full-time career with the United
States Customs' House in Philadelphia; he remained available to pitch for the Stars on
weekends until the 1942 season. Fiery-tempered Jud Wilson, who continued to play third
base, replaced McDonald as field manager, and he held that position until Bolden fired
him in the middle of the 1939 season and replaced him with Jake Dunn. Stewart "Slim"
Jones remained on the Stars' pitching staff, but nagging arm problems and escalating
alcoholism prevented him from recapturing the sensational form of his rookie season.
Form 1935 and 1938, Jones squabbled with the team over his salary, unsuccessfully
sought treatments to heal his pitching arm, and never won more than four games in a
season. Tragically, Jones froze to death on a Philadelphia street during the winter of
1938; his dependence upon alcohol had left him unable to afford an overcoat.58
Similar to other NNL players, members of the Stars faced trying schedules that
called for them to play a significant number of doubleheaders and needed to play more
than one position. To add more talent to the Stars' roster and attract more fans, Bolden
often traded for big-name veterans, such as Norman "Turkey" Stearns, who had enjoyed
successful careers with other league teams. Unfortunately for Bolden and the Stars,
many of those big-name veterans showed signs of age once they joined the team and
failed to help the Stars contend for the league championship. Bolden, however, also
acquired the setvices of several key players who delighted the city's black baseball fans
58 Philadelphia Tribune, 11 March 1937, January 1940.
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and who ranked among the NNL's best players. Barney Brown, Henry McHenry, and
Jim Missouri formed the nucleus of the Stars' pitching staff; Pat Patterson solidified the
Stars' infielel d~ferise, and Roy Parnell anchored the outfield. Since the Stars trained in
the North, they relied upon local talent, such as McHenry and outfielder Eugene Benson,
to complete their roster; McHenry had captured Bolden's attention while playing with a
Darby sandlot club. Benson had first won acclaim from the city's black baseball fans
when he played for the Bees and displayed flashes of greatness during his rookie season.
Although Bolden unwillingly traded Benson to the Crawfords in 1938, the young
outfielder quickly returned to the team through another trade arid, with Brown and
McHenry, frequently represented the Stars in the annual East-West game.59
Although the Stars remained part of the NNL for the remainder of the league's
existence, Bolden occasionally voiced displeasure with the league and threatened to
withdraw from the organization. After the 1935 season, a team spokesman announced
that the "Chief is sick and tired of losing money going on road trips to Pittsburgh,
Chicago, and other places where it is impossible to fill in the open dates playing
independent teams.,,60 Bolden asserted that the NNL covered too much territory and
carried too many teams for the number of days reserved for league competition. He also
complained that a small group of owners controlled league affairs and that a double
standard existed for the punishment of owners who flaunted league rules. Furthermore,
while the Stars lost money on their road trips, other league teams made money by playing
in the Philadelphia area, the best semi-professional market in the country. Bolden made a
59 Philadelphia Tribune, 6 May, 20 May 1937, 17 March, 23 June 1938.
60 Ibid., 29 August 1935.
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final demand-since the Stars paid more money into the league treasury than any other
team, Philadelphia should host the next East-West game.61
For the NNL's 1936 season, Gus Greenlee resigned as league president, and the
other owners elected Bolden as his replacement, In addition to working full-time at the
post office and assuming the responsibilities of league president, Bolden declared that he
would also manage the Stars, but he soon returned that responsibility to Webster
McDonald. Under his guidance, the NNL continued to experience problems and to take a
beating in the black newspapers. Surprisingly, the Stars. won the· most· games during the
first half of the season, but a press release from league secretary. Cum Posey awarded the
first half title to the Baltimore Elite Giants due to their higher .winning percentage.
-Bolden protested the decision to Commissioner Ferdinand Morton, pointing out that the
two teams needed to play three postponed game and that the Stars could win the first half
title with victories in those games. The Tribune added more confusion to the situation by
reporting that the press release merely reflected Posey's opinion on who won the first half
title and not an official decision from the league's commissioner. At the end of the
season, the Elite Giants secured the first half title with victories in make-up games
against the Stars. The Elite Giants then began a playoff series with the Pittsburgh
Crawfords to determine the league championship, but the teams never completed the
series due to a lack of fan interest.62
Ed Harris appropriately called the canceled playoff series a "sorry end to a sorry
season" and blamed selfish owners for hampering the growth of black professional
61 Philadelphia Tribune, 29 August 1935.
62 Ibid., 12 March, 9 April, 9 July, 23 July, 24 September, 8 October 1936.
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baseball. He questioned how fans could have faith in the NNL when players from the
Elite Giants and Crawfords had abandoned the playoff series to barnstorm as one team
through the Midwest. In responseto criticism of the NNL, league.president Bolden wrote
an open letter to the Tribune pointing out that the league did not sponsor the
barnstorming team and promising to review the issue at a future meeting, Bolden also
reminded his critics that "it is not mandatory that two champion teams complete a Wodd
Series if it does not pay financially" and stressed that "local interest in the teams'
hometowns or lack of it will make or break every effort or result.,,63 In conclusion,
Bolden defended the league's sincere' owners who had fulfilled their obligations,
purchased new buses for their teams, paid their players good salaries, and provided their
fans with all-star rosters. At the beginning of the 1937 season, Bolden declined to run for
re-election, and Gus Greenlee returned as league president. For the 1938 season,
however, Bolden returned to the NNL's executive board as vice president, a position he
would hold for eight seasons.64
As the decade progressed, the NNL continued to experience problems since
owners displayed an astounding lack of discipline and argued with each other instead of
working together to build a stable organization. After admitting three teams in 1935, the
league made few changes in its franchises; once the Chicago American Giants withdrew
during the 1935 season, the league evolved into an exclusively eastern circuit. Prior to
the 1936 season, Abe Manley relinquished control over the Brooklyn Eagles, purchased
the Newark franchise, and renamed the team the Newark Eagles. For three seasons,
63 Philadelphia Tribune, 15 October 1936.
64 Ibid., 11 March 1937,27 January 1938.
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owners abandoned a split schedule in favor of a seventy-two game straight-season
schedule with the top four teams advancing to the playoffs. Although the owners always
issued an extensive league schedule at the beginning of each season, the teams never
completed all of the league games on their schedules or played an equal number of league
games. In the Tribune, Ed Harris complained that "postponed games, exhibition games
suddenly listed as league games and vice versa have done much to give the fan a
jaundiced eye as far as the organization is concemed.,,65 Moreover, players followed the
example of their owners and turned games into boring, day-long events due to their
countless arguments and physical confrontations with umpires. Instead of punishing
players, the owners fired the umpires whose decisions provoked the confrontations,
thereby giving players license for undisciplined behavior on the field. Commissioner
Morton remained powerless to enforce discipline on the owners or players; when he
called fora league meeting under his own authority, the owners ignored him and, before
the 1938 season, abolished the commissioners' office.66
Despite its connection to the gambling world, the NNL faced financial problems
for the remainder of the decade since attendance dropped at league games and since
teams either struggled to break even or lost money. The failure of the Stars to draw large
crowds in Philadelphia hurt other league teams since the city represented the richest and
most profitable visiting place in the NNL. In the Tribune, Ed Harris offered three reasons
. for the Stars' and other league teams' failure to draw large crowds-baseball fans' lack
of disposable income, mediocre performances from the teams, and the advent of radio
6S Philadelphia Tribune, 30 July 1936.
66 Ibid., 3 February, 14 July 1938.
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broadcasts of baseball games. According to Harris, "if the Stars ... had a more powerful
team, they would be playing to bigger crowds, including many whites who are disgusted
with the antics of the A's and Phillies.,,67 He also reasoned that if"a man can sit at home
and get almost all the thrills and joys ofbaseball competition, he is not too apt to jump up
and run to the game.,,68 At the end of his column, Harris lamented that black baseball no
longer represented a money-making enterprise and that its future looked bleak.
In 1937, the NNL received a challenge to its monopoly over black professional
baseball when the Negro American League (NAL) formed with eight franchises-Kansas
City Monarchs, Chicago American Giants, Cincinnati Tigers, Memphis Red Sox, Detroit
Stars, Birmingham Black Barons, Indianapolis Athletics, and St. Louis Stars. Following
in the NNL's footsteps, the NAL owners adopted a split-season schedule with the two
half-season winners meeting in a postseason championship series. Additionally, the NAL
owners relied upon white booking agents to schedule their games and operated without a
commissioner during their inaugural season, thereby allowing the most powerful owners
and booking agents to dominate league affairs. Outside the United States, both Negro
leagues faced strong opposition from President Rafael 1. Trujillo of the Dominican
Republic. Even though Trujillo served as a dictator, someone had dared to oppose him for
re-election and had gained fame by importing a baseball team more powerful than any in
the country. To counter his opponent, Trujillo decided to import his own baseball team
and enticed numerous Negro league stars to his homeland with large sums of money.
Typically, Negro league players earned one hundred to two hundred dollars a month, and
67 Philadelphia Tribune, 8August 1940.
68 Ibid.
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Trujillo promised to double or triple the players' salaries if they played for him in the
Dominican'Republic.69
.Although the Stars escaped relatively unscathed during the 1937 season, the
Crawfords lost nine of their players to President Trujillo, including their best pitcher,
Satchel Paige. The NNL's owners attempted to halt the flow ofplayers to the Dominican
Republic by placing contract jumpers on a blacklist, but most of the owners, including
Bolden, pursued the blacklisted players to bolster their teams. After winning the
Dominican Republic's championship, the blacklisted Negro league players had risen in
popularity by touring in the United States and easily winning the Denver Post
tournament. Gottlieb profited from the blacklisted players' popularity by booking a
contest between them and the NNL all-stars at Bolden Bowl; the blacklisted players won
the game before a near-capacity crowd. Due to the owners' weak stance against contract
jumpers, the NNL players continued to heed President Trujillo's call and to desert their
teams for the Dominican Republic.70
As the Stars struggled through injuries and player desertions to the Dominican
Republic, they narrowly avoided total disaster on a trip to Cleveland in late June 1937
when their bus rolled over and wrecked twenty miles outside of Pittsburgh. Manager Iud
Wilson sustained the worst injury with a broken rib, Dewey Creacy injured his leg, and
Gene Benson needed twelve stitches. Although the remaining players suffered from
minor scratches and mild shock, they traveled to Cleveland on the Crawfords' bus and
played in a scheduled doubleheader with the Pittsburgh team. The injured players went
69 Robert Peterson, Only the Ball was White: A History ofLegendary Black Players and All-Black
Professional Teams (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970),93-94, 135-136.
70 Philadelphia Tribune, 25 September 1937; Peterson, 135-137.
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to a hospital in Pittsburgh and rejoined the team the following week. Amazingly, the
incident sparked a winning streak-the Stars showed more enthusiasm than they had
showed in the past two years, won with exciting late-inning rallies, and earned accolades
from their fans. In the Tribune, Randy Dixon jokingly said that the Stars needed to
endure more bus wrecks and praised manager Wilson as an unsung hero since he "just
stuck out his chest and the bus landed on it.,,7l While Dixon acknowledged that "it all
might be a flash in the pan," he predicted that the Stars had finally come together as a
team and thatthe city's fans would eagerly return to Bolden Bowl.72
Sadly, the Stars failed to sustain their winning streak into the second half of the
season and compiled a mediocre record that prevented them from securing a postseason
playoff berth. The Stars, however, opened the 1938 season as the outstanding favorite to
win the league championship since they had lost the fewest number of players to the
Dominican Republic. Unfortunately for the Stars, rain washed out their highly-
anticipated home opener at Bolden Bowl, and several players either left the team or
delayed their arrivals. The team's problems compounded when a report surfaced that
Satchel Paige had induced four players to join him in Venezuela. While the players
admitted that Paige had approached them, they adamantly declared that they had no
intention of joining the Venezuelan league. Despite those early-season problems, the
Stars played surprisingly well and climbed to second place in the NNL. With that
promising start, the Tribune's Randy Dixon proclaimed that the Stars had won the
support of local fandom and reiterated how the city's fans love "hustling teams and how
71 Philadelphia Tribune, 1 July, 24 July 1937.
72 Ibid., 1July 1937.
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they turn apathetic to losing, shiftless aggregations.,,73 Dixon recalled how fans at
Bolden Bowl openly rooted for the opposition, most notably the Crawfords, several years
- ago and remarked how the thousands of fans at "the park now actively rooted for the
hometown team. By the end of the season, however, the Stars' good fortune ended, and
the perennial-champion Homestead Grays captured the league title.74
After losing his best players to President Trujillo, Greenlee never recovered
financially, and prior to the 1939 season, he sold the Crawfords to his brother, who
unsuccessfully attempted to rebuild the team in Toledo, Ohio. With the departure of the
Crawfords from Pittsburgh, Greenlee also sacrificed control over the league he created,
"and Elite Giants' owner Tom Wilson assumed the responsibilities of league president.
Due to the lack of a solid policy dealing with players who vacated their contracts, owners
watched helplessly as their best players continued to leave for teams in the Caribbean and
South America. By the 1940s, the Caribbean had an established baseball world
consisting of leagues in Panama, Venezuela, Cuba, Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic,
and Mexico. Negro league players had regularly participated in the Caribbean winter
leagues, but the players had begun to stay for the summer leagues in response to the lure
of higher salaries and freedom from segregation. In Mexico, multimillionaire Jorge
Pasquel attempted to strengthen his country's league by stocking Mexican teams with a
nucleus of Negro league stars and then adding a smattering of white major leaguers.
Pasquel, an important financial backer of Mexican President Aleman, hoped to spark
73 Philadelphia Tribune, 23 June 1938.
74 Ibid., 23 June 1938; Peterson, 295.
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nationalistic pride by proving that the Mexican league stood equal to the major leagues
and that Mexico stood equal to the United States.75
Although the Mexican league existed prior to 1940, the participation of
Americans promised a significant strengthening of the six-team summer league. With
promises of fabulous salaries, Pasquel attracted the services of Josh Gibson, Ray
Oandridge, and other top Negro league talent; with a nucleus of Negro leaguers in
Mexico, the recruiting process grew easier and more successful. The major league
moguls viewed Pasquel's scheme with uneasiness, knowing that he had strong baseball
contacts and, as Mexico's largest liquor importer, the money to support his ambitions.
When rumors surfaced that Pasquel wanted the Red Sox's Ted Williams, the major
leagues squelched Pasquel's plans by banning any players who went to the Mexican
league. By contrast, the Negro league owners lacked that power since Pasquel vowed to
double or triple the black players' salaries and since black players possessed little loyalty
for their owners. Additionally, black players in Mexico enjoyed accolades from the
,
country's baseball fans, received on-the-spot bonuses for trell'l:endous plays, and remained
free from degrading segregation statutes.76
In addition to dealing with an exodus of players to the Caribbean, the NNL
owners continued to argue among themselves over league operations. Effa Manley, who
directed baseball operations for her husband's Newark Eagles, led a campaign to install
William Hastie, dean of Howard University, as commissioner for both the NNL and the
NAL. She also directed an attack on Gottlieb, arguing that "the league should be run by
75 Rogosin, 168-170.
76 Ibid., 170-175.
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colored for colored" and that he charged an unfairly high fee for booking games at
Yankee Stadium.77 Since the 1935 season, the NNL had sponsored four-team
doubleheaders on Sundays in Yankee Stadium that consistently attracted over ten
thousand fans and delivered much-needed revenue to the league's coffers. Due to their
association with Gottlieb, the Stars regularly appeared in those doubleheaders, and other
NNL owners wanted greater shares of the attractive Yankee Stadium dates. Jim Semler
and Alex Pompez joined Effa Manley's attack on Gottlieb since they viewed Yankee
Stadium as part of theIr territory and wanted more control over the stadium's promotions.
As a further effort to decrease Philadelphia's power within the NNL and to increase the
New York area's influence, Effa Manley nominated Dr. C.B. Powell of Harlem for
league president and attempted to oust Bolden as vice president.78
After a series of heated discussions, the NNL owners reached a tense compromise
that allowed Tom Wilson and Bolden to retain their positions as president and vice
president and that gave the Black Yankees ~ore dates at Yankee Stadium. League
secretary Cum Posey defended Gottlieb's role as the league's top booking agent, pointing
out that Gottlieb had used his influence to cut the fee Negro league clubs paid to rent
Yankee Stadium from over three thousand dollars to one thousand dollars per game. As a
result, Gottlieb had saved the league around ten thousand dollars in 1939; additionally,
while Gottlieb had collected eleven hl:ffidred dollars in booking fees for those Yankee
Stadium dates, league teams reaped about sixteen thousand dollars in profit. By contrast,
when Jim Semler tried to circumvent Gottlieb and promoted three Negro league
77 Philadelphia Tribune, 15 February 1940; 14 December 1939.
78 Ibid., 15 February, 29 February 1940.
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doubleheaders at Randall's Island Stadium on the East River, the profits totaled twelve
dollars per team..Furthermore, Gottlieb had secured baseball supplies on convenient.
credit terms for league teams through his association with Harry Passon, a sporting goods
merchant from Philadelphia. Despite that support, Gottlieb agreed to allow the owners to
hire a new promoter after the 1940 season; the owners, however, never chose a
replacement, and Gottlieb continued to book league games at Yankee Stadium.
Additionally, Gottlieb attempted to punish Effa Manley by withholding attractive dates at
Yankee Stadium from the Newark Eagles, thereby igniting a feud that continued to grow
as the Eagles rose in stature.79
In the midst of those controversies, the Stars felt the sting of Jorge Pasquel when
three of their players left for the Mexican league during the 1940 season. With their
departure and with the team's continued poor showing, Bolden regularly signed local
players, most notably Mahlon Duckett and Ches Buchanan; at one point, the Stars' roster
contained eight local players. In addition to showcasing local talent, the Stars also strove
to entertain their fans by playing popular NAL teams at Bolden Bowl. The Memphis Red
Sox visited Philadelphia for the first time in their history, and the Kansas City Monarchs
appeared in the city for the first time since the 1925 World ·Series against Hilldale. In
June 1941, Bolden attempted to stabilize his team by signing the legendary Oscar
Charleston as man~ger; a former Hilldale player, Charleston had served as manager on
the Pittsburgh Crawfords teams that dominated the NNL during the 1930s. Shortly after
his arrival, Charleston purged the Stars' roster of players he felt had most accounted for
the team's poor performances and announced that he would choose newcomers to replace
79 Philadelphia Tribune, 29 February, 14 March, 11 April 1940; Ribowsky, 239-245.
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the released players. While Charleston strove to bring the Stars together, he suffered a
major setback when Pat Patterson and Gene Benson unexpectedly left for the Mexican
league. While the Stars compiled· an improved record for the second half of the 1940
season, they played a poorer brand of baseball in 1941 and compiled a pathetic record of
two wins and eight losses in league games for the second half ofthat season.so
On the eve of World War II, the NNL continued to endure problems relating to its
unbalanced schedule and undisciplined owners; in 1940, the New York Cubans won the
second half title even though they only played ten league games. Prior to the 1941
season, Bolden issued another diatribe against the league and suggested "that a
committee consisting of Magistrates Edward Henry, Joseph Rainy, and Attorney
Raymond Pace Alexander be named to investigate colored organized baseball."sl
Revealing possible cracks in his alliance with Gottlieb, Bolden suggested that problems
existed in the promotion of games at Yankee Stadium and declared that "no one should
make a racket out of it by using the league's name."S2 After Bolden issued that diatribe,
rumors circulated concerning changes in the Stars' status and management. According to
one rumor, the Stars would play independently in 1941 with old Hilldale Park as their
home grounds; another rumor indicated that the team's entire management "will be
colored and a couple of prominent personages will step in and help with the finances."S3
The Tribune pointed out that black professional baseball had deteriorated in the past
several years due to badly organized schedules, indifferent owners, and poor
80 Philadelphia Tribune., 18 July, 8 August 1940; 23 January, 5 June, 19 June, 10 July 1941.
81 Ibid., 23 January 1941.
82 Ibid.
83 Ibid.
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management. In Philadelphia, the Stars had gradually slipped from the high place their
predecessors, Hilldale, occupied for many years; due to that loss of prestige, many fans
had refused to patronize the team. Even though the Stars played better at the end ofthe
last season, "the damage had been done, and the patrons who had been staying away
continued to stayaway.,,84
In August 1941, the Tribune· offered a report on the Mexican league outlining the
reasons why black players had flocked there over the past two seasons. By participating
in the Mexican league, black players earned far more money than they earned in the
United States and avoided grueling doubleheaders as well as tiring bus rides between
games. The Mexican owners provided railroad fare for the players and their wives, gave
the players comfortable housing, and ensured that ill players received proper medical
care. Furthermore, the players enjoyed participating in a realleague-each team owned
their home ballparks, played an equal number of .league games, and never played
exhibition games against other league teams dJITing the regular season. With those
amenities available in Mexico, the future of Negro league baseball appeared bleak, and
the owners needed a solution that would keep their best players in the United States.85
84 Philadelphia Tribune, 23 January 1941.
8S Ibid., 7 August 1941.
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Chapter Three-War, 1942-1945
After struggling through the Depression, the NNL enjoyed a rebirth during WorId
War II, and owriers earned between twenty thousand and forty thousand dollars per
season from their teams. At the same time, however, the NNL's rebirth appeared tenuous
since owners continued to flaunt league' rules, league teams never attained territorial
rights and the prospect of integration loomed in the future. The Stars shared in the
NNL's newfound success and introduced them~elves to a larger section of Philadelphia's
baseball community by hosting weeknight contests at Shibe Park. The team also stood
apart from its league rivals since it lost the highest number of players to the armed
services draft and failed to consistently draw large crowds to its dirty home ballpark.
Additionally, Bolden stood apart from his fellow league owners since he looked forward
to the possibility ofbaseball integration, believing that it would benefit black professional
baseball. As the black newspapers pressured major league organizations to sign black
players, the Stars and the rest of the NNL remained passive; the owners never organized a
committee to work with major league, officials and plan for integration. Consequently,
when Jackie Robinson signed with the Brooklyn Dodgers in October 1945, the league
stood in a poor position to demand that the major leagues respect it as a minor league
organization.
Following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, the Negro
league owners pledged to put aside their differences and agreed to work together to take
full advantage of the war's unifying affects on the homefront. In January 1942, the NNL
and NAt owners scheduled a World Series between the champions of the two leagues
and planned'a series of benefit games during the regular season with proceeds going to
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various defense agencies. The NNL owners, however, remained outwardly oblivious to
the sporting public's renewed interest on the integration of the major leagues. Ironically,
while World War II led the Negro leagues to their plateau, the war devastatedthe major
leagues. Although President Franklin Roosevelt ordered the major leagues to play·in the
interests of nationalism, the leagues operated without most of their elite players~ In 1942,
twenty-five game winner Bob Feller and the Washington Senators' top hitter Cecil Travis
heeded public opinion and enlisted in the armed services. One year later, future Hall of
Famers Joe DiMaggio, Ted Williams, Bob Lemon, Johnny Mize, and Enos Slaughter also
enlisted in the armed forces and remained overseas for the next three seasons. Due to the
absence of those good players, major league franchises desperately fielded teams with
men classified as 4-F; one team accepted a one-armed outfielder, and another team even
used a one-legged pitcher. With the white major leagues barely recognizable, members
of the black press, black baseball fans, and some Negro league officials began to
contemplate the gains that black players could make in organized baseball.86
Early in the 1942 season, Stars' secretary J. A. "Artie" Lee wrote a series of
articles in the Tribune that traced black players' successes in contests with white major
leaguers and concluded that black players possessed the talent to compete in the major
leagues. Lee pointed out that Josh Gibson of the Homestead Grays boasted a higher
batting average than either Ted Williams or Joe DiMaggio and that Satchel Paige had
defeated almost every nationally-known white pitcher. In July, major league
Commissioner Kennesaw Mountain Landis added more fuel to the debate by announcing
that no law existed barring black players from white organized baseball and placed the
86 Philadelphia Tribune, 3 January 1942; Ribowsky, 246-247.
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issue in the hands of team owners and mangers. The Tribune's Jack Saunders asserted
that despite Landis' declaration, the South would ultimately decide if black players
entered the major leagues since many players came from that area and most teams trained
in the deep South. Saunders concluded that owners probably would refrain from signing
black payers in order to avoid dissension with southern players and to avoid problems
with segregated spring training and traveling accommodations.87
On the heels of Commissioner Landis' surprise announcement, William
Benswanger, president of the Pittsburgh Pirates, denied that he had promised to give
three black players tryouts at Forbes Field. Additionally, the Tribune announced that it
would join with other local black newspapers and local black civic leaders to form a
committee that would confer with Phillies president Gerry Nugent to urge him to sign
Negro league players. While the committee members admitted that segregated traveling
and housing accommodations presented obstacles to major league integration, they
decided to tackle those obstacles once they accomplished· their main goal of integrating
organized baseball. After the Tribune made its announcement, rumors circulated that two
associates of Ed Gottlieb would purchase the Phillies and stock the team with Negro
league talent. Bill Veeck, a master showman and innovator who worked for the
American Association's Milwaukee Brewers, reached a deal after the 1942 season with
Nugent to purchase the Phillies. A lifelongfan of black baseball, Veeck secretly planned
to secure the 1943 National League pennant by stocking the Phillies with the best Negro
league players. Out of respect for the commissioner, however, Veeck informed Landis of
his plans; Landis blocked the deal, ordered Nugent to return the team to the National
87 Philadelphia Tribune, 18 April, 25 April, 25 July, 1 August 1942.
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League, and ensured that the new Phillies' owners adhered to the color line. Despite that
setback, the movement to introduce black players to organized baseball refused to die and
would·gain momentum over the next three,seasons.88
In April 1942, a third professional league called the Negro Major Baseball League
formed under the direction of Major R. R. Jackson, who had served as NAL
commissioner from 1938 until 1941. Major Jackson refrained from declaring war on the
two other professional leagues, explaining that the new league merely aimed to please
baseball fans with a high caliber of playing and good conduct on the field. During its
brief existence, the new league failed to challenge the two established Negro leagues'
supremacy; due to financial and manpower problems, the league never had a set number
of franchises since most of the clubs either withdrew or folded. In Philadelphia, a
revived Hilldale Daisies team under the guidance of Webster McDonald joined the new
circuit as an associate member and played their home games in a newly-renovated
Hilldale Park. Throughout the season, the Daisies garnered favorable attention in the
Tribune, but they only averaged small crowds of one thousand fans to Hilldale Park and
never threatened the Stars' fanbase in Philadelphia.89
The Stars continued to garner a majority of the attention on the Tribune's
sportspages, particularly since Bolden finally appeared to have built a solid,
championship-caliber roster. Barney Brown and Henry McHenry continued to anchor the
Stars' pitching staff, and they received help from Larry Kimbrough and Joe Fillmore, two
88 Philadelphia Tribune, 1August, 22 August, 12 December 1942; Bruce Kuklick, To EveryThing A
Season: Shibe Park and Urban Philadelphia 1909-1976 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1971), 145-
148.
89 Philadelphia Tribune, 4 April 1942.
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local products. The Stars infield consisted of Jim West at first base, Pat Patterson and
Mahlon Duckett at second base, shortstop James "Bus" Clarkson, and Henry Spearman at .
third base. Bill Cooper and Clarence Palm shared catching duties; new manager Homer
Curry played in the outfield with Roy Parnell and Gene Benson, who returned from
Mexico during the 1942 season. Similar to previous seasons, however, the Stars
continued to hold all of their spring training session at Bolden Bowl, and many of the
players reported late to those sessions. Consequently, the players remained ill-prepared
to face league teams once the regular season started, and the team usually dropped in the
standings. Early in the .1942 season, ace pitcher McHenry left for the Mexican league,
and Bolden replaced him with Ches Buchanan, who had started the season with the
Hilldale Daisies. Although the Stars finished the 1942 season in fourth place, the team
had steadily improved during the season and seemed poised to contend seriously for the
1943 league championship. Benson, Patterson, and Brown continued to rank among the
NNL's top players; Clarkson led the league in home runs.90
During the wartime seasons, the NNL enjoyed an increase in attendance as
millions of well-paid black workers from defense factories filled ballparks in every
league city. Joe Louis had proven with one frightful punch to Max Schmeling that black
sports idols could represent superb patriotic symbols. In the black community, Satchel
Paige, Josh Gibson, and other baseball players also ranked synonymous with God and
country; accordingly, patriotic black baseball fans drew closer to the Negro leagues as a
source of pride. During the 1942 and 1943 seasons, the annual East-West games that
featured Satchel Paige outdrew the major league all-star games that featured replacement
90 Philadelphia Tribune, 23 May, 30 May, 8 August, 15 August 1942.
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players. In 1943, an integrated crowd of over forty-six thousand fans attended the East-
West game in Comiskey Park, but only twenty-nine thousand spectators turned out for
the white all-star game in Forbes Field. Additionally, the World Series contests attracted
between ten thousand and twenty thousand spectators, and Sunday doubleheaders at
Yankee Stadium steadily drew at least ten thousand fans. With that resurgence in
attendance and improved economic conditions within the black community, Negro league
baseball once again emerged as a profitable business enterprise, and teams reversed their
debts ofprevious years.91
For the 1942 and 1943 seasons, the Stars continued to draw enthusiastic opening
day crowds at Bolden Bowl. In 1942, the Stars also added wartime features to their
traditional opening day festivities at Bolden Bowl. In that year, the team invited Captain
George 1. Cole, company commander of the Anti-Tank 372nd Infantry, to toss the first
pitch; for the 1943 season, Lieutenant Evelyn Green of the WAACs delivered the first
pitch. Additionally, the Stars asked a committee of distinguished local citizens to reward
players for certain opening day feats, such as the first base hit, the first home run, the first
strike out, and the most sensational play. Initially, the Stars also benefited from
patriotism in the black community, attracting seven thousand fans to Bolden Bowl for a
Saturday doubleheader with the Louisiana Black Pelicans over the 1942 Memorial Day
weekend. Later in the season, nine thousand fans watched an Independence Day
doubleheader between the Stars and the Homestead Grays, and as many as thirty-
thousand fans watched the Stars in their numerous Yankee Stadium appearances. In
August, eleven thousand spectators-the largest crowd to attend a black baseball game in
91 Ribowsky, 247, 263.
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Philadelphia since Hilldale's glory days-filled Bolden Bowl to watch the Kansas City
Monarchs rout the Stars. By the 1944 season, however, interest in the Stars had waned
due to persistent losing records and player departures, and the team no longer drew
capacity opening day crowds to Bolden Bowl.92
After a promising 1942 season, the Stars' hopes for a successful 1943 season
disappeared when they lost six players, more than any other team, to the draft-Bus
Clarkson, Bill Cooper, Mahlon Duckett, Joe Fillmore, Larry Kimbrough, and Pat
Patterson. In the Tribune, Jack Saunders commented that Bolden needed "to assume the
dimensions of a magician to field a te'am this season as potent and as popular as were the
Stars of last season.,,93 Due to those losses, the Stars resorted to raiding local
independent teams for their best players, and their raids on Webster McDonald's new
Hilldale Daisies effectively sealed the fate of that young franchise. Additionally, the
Stars altered their spring training schedule at Bolden Bowl to permit defense workers to
practice at night, and Curry conducted a scouting tour through the South. Despite the
efforts of Bolden and manager Curry to find new talent, only one newcomer made the
opening day roster; last year's reserve players inadequately replaced the drafted starting
players. With their depleted roster of inexperienced players, the Stars struggled through
the 1943 season and compiled another losing record.94
As Bolden and Curry strove to improve the team's depleted roster, a bizarre
incident in July thwarted their plans and highlighted the weird workings of the NNL.
Curry acquired three players from the Atlanta Black Crackers, a team that operated
92 Philadelphia Tribune, 16 May, 30 May, 8 August, 15 August 1942; 15 May 1943.
93 Ibid., 6 February 1943.
94 Ibid., 10 April, 15 May 1943.
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independently of the Negro leagues; therefore, the Black Crackers' players represented
the property of any owner who signed them to contracts. The Tribune insisted that Curry
followed proper procedures and that the team paid a considerable amount of money to
transport the three players from Atlanta. After a Stars and Grays game in Philadelphia,
however, a "mysterious somebody"-probably president Tom Wilson-ordered the three
players to return to Atlanta, and Grays' owner Cum Posey hired one of the Stars' pitchers
to drive the players back to their former club. An irate Bolden declared that he had
suspended the pitcher, Willie Burns, and that he would protest any game featuring the
three Atlanta players who had signed contracts with the Stars. President Wilson,
however, remained silent on the issue, allowing Posey to sign one of the Atlanta players
without punishment and never compensating the Stars for the loss of the three players.95
In June 1943, the Stars added a new feature to their schedule by playing a
Monday night game against the Kansas City Monarchs in Shibe Park, home of the A's
and Phillies. During the 1940s, major league teams followed the lead of the New York
Yankees in scheduling profitable Negro league appearances in their ballparks. Most
teams, however, forbade black players from using their locker rooms and forced Negro
league clubs to use nearby gyms or YMCA facilities. While A's owner Connie Mack
disliked the idea' of black players joining the major leagues, Ed Gottlieb convinced him
that black baseball teams and their fans represented good tenants for Shibe Park.
Ironically, Shibe Park sat in an increasingly black neighborhood in North Philadelphia.
By the 1940s, Philadelphia boasted the country's third largest black population, and black
workers had gradually infiltrated the previously white neighborhoods surrounding Shibe
95 Philadelphia Tribune, 10 July 1943.
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Park at 21st and Lehigh Avenue. In the fall of 1942, the Monarchs clinched their World
Series title at Shibe Park, the first time that ballpark had hosted a black baseball contest
since the 1920s. Surprisingly, Mack allowed the Stars to use the A's locker room and
facilities; in addition to drawing their loyal fans, the Stars also attracted many white
newcomers to their contests at Shibe Park.96
The Tribune extensively promoted every Monday night contest at Shibe Park for
several weeks prior to the scheduled games, printing complete rosters of each team and
mentioning the key performers who would appear in the games. The local white
newspapers, however, only briefly m.entioned the Stars' games in Shibe Park. Following
the Stars' first successful outing at Shibe Park, the team's management expressed outrage
over Satchel Paige's refusal to pitch more than three innings since most of the pregame
advertisement had focused on his appearance. Despite that controversy, the Monarchs
regularly appeared at Shibe Park during the wartime seasons; in one contest, Barney
Brown outdueled Satchel Paige, and Bolden rewarded each of the players with a one
thousand dollar bonus. For the first several seasons, the Stars hosted three-team
doubleheaders that included at least one NAL team and played the winner of the first
contest. In 1945, a bizarre situation arose when the Birmingham Black Barons failed to
reach Shibe Park in time for their opening contest with the Monarchs. Consequently,
Homer Curry gathered a "motley crew" of Stars players to substitute for the Barons until
they arrived in the fourth inning; a complete Stars team defeated the Barons in the second
game. After their opening victory over the Monarchs that attracted twenty-five thousand
96 Philadelphia Tribune, 12 June 1943; Kuklick, 145-148; Rich Westcott, Philadelphia's Old Ballparks
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1996), 186.
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fans, the Stars continued to amass an impressive record in their Shibe Park games and
regularly drew ten thousand spectators to the local major league park.97
With the advent of Stars games at Shibe Park, the Tribune's W. Rollo Wilson
commented upon worsening conditions at Bolden Bowl. In the 1920s, the Pennsylvania
Railroad had built a baseball field at 44th and Parkside Avenue adjacent to a roundhouse,.
and the Stars had adopted the field as their home ballpark due to its accessibility. Wilson
noted that. rabid fans who had supported Hilldale refused to watch the ·Stars in action
except when they played at the major league park because they objected to Bolden
Bowl's dirty conditions. After enduring washes of billowing smoke from the nearby
roundhouse and absorbing grime and filth from the season, female fans needed to send
their summer dresses to the dry cleaners. Additionally, fans suffered through soot
showers every time a ball landed on the leaky roof, a roof that failed to shield fans during
rainstorms; or when balls hit the rotting screens that offered fans little protection. Wilson
commented that while the Stars had boasted good players, they never enjoyed the
popularity of the old Hilldale team due to their rundown ballpark. Prior to the war,
railroad officials had agreed to remove the roundhouse, but WorId War II had derailed
those plans as well as any plans to repair Bolden Bowl or find another accessible
ballpark. The Stars' management acknowledged and disliked the poor conditions at
Bolden Bowl, but they lacked the financial resources to build a new field in a suitable
location. Instead, the team's management asked their fans to endure the inconveniences
until they could remedy the situation after the war ended,98
97 Philadelphia Tribune, 26 June, 3 July 1943; 30 June 1945.
98 Ibid" 9 October 1943; 5 February, 20 May 1944; Westcott, 6.
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The Stars prepared for the 1944 season without much hype; even though most of
last season's disappointing team had returned, Bolden expected them to enjoy a better·
season. Bolden expressed the most hope for Marvin Williams, a native of Texas who had
played second base after Mahlon Duckett joined the Army and who had won NNL
rookie-of-the-year honors. To revive his team, Bolden re-hired Oscar· Charleston as a
.
coach and signed highly-touted shortstop Frank Austin, a native of the Panama Canal
zone who had produced impressive statistics in the· Panamanian league. After another
slow start, the Stars threatened the Homestead Grays for the second half title, but
President Tom Wilson gave the title to the Grays several weeks before the season
officially ended. Rollo Wilson decried the decision, pointing outthat the Stars and Grays
played three scheduled games near the end of the season, games that the league.suddenly
classified as exhibition games. He also pointed out a continued problem with the league
schedule-.no two clubs played the same number of league games in the regular season.99
Bolden vainly filed a protest to president Tom Wilson, declaring that the "Stars·
have really won the second half fairly, by playing all the League games possible, and
have not tried to win by canceling any League or on any technicality."IOO He accused the
Grays of refusing to play league games near the end of the season in order to remain in
first place; on Labor Day, the Grays and New York Cubans played a doubleheader with
only one game counting as a league contest. If both games had counted as league
contests, then the Stars would have captured the second half championship. As a result,
-Bolden asked president Wilson to order the Grays, who had won the first half title, to
99 Philadelphia Tribune, 1March, 6 April, 16 September 1944.
100 Ibid., 16 September 1944.
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play a series with the Stars that would determine the league championship. Bolden also
asked for a prompt ruling since "fans and newspaperman are up in arms over the
situation" and that his "phone, Curry's, and Gottlieb's [have] been ringing without a·
stop" for the past several days. Not surprisingly, president Wilson refused to order a
playoff and allowed the Grays to retain the second half title because the league had
already devoted too much publicity to a Grays and Birmingham Black Barons' World
Series to make a change. 101
Despite their earlier pledge to work together, the NNL owners proceeded to argue
among themselves throughout the wartime era and consistently failed to resolve the
league's lingering problems or to make the league a more solid organization. The owners
continued to operate without a commissioner, allowed the highly-partial Tom Wilson to
serve as league president, and permitted the most powerful owners and booking agents to
dominate league affairs. Despite their newfound wealth during the wartime seasons, the
owners unwisely refrained from purchasing their own ballparks and grew increasingly
reliant upon the major leagues' goodwill to stage important contests. More alarmingly,
the NNL owners ignored the advice of black newspaper columnists to seek affiliation
with the major leagues under the national agreement, thereby protecting themselves
against player raids. Instead of ensuring that their teams completed their league
schedules, the NNL owners only agreed to make a determined effort to follow schedules
that required each team to play an equal number of league games. Furthermore, the
101 Philadelphia Tribune, 16 September 1944.
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owners weakly punished contract jumpers with light fines and merely pledged to make
every effort to keep their best players from bolting to the Mexican lea~e.102
In addition to avoiding lingering problems plaguing the league, the NNL owners
refrained from discussing the possibility of black players entering white organized
baseball since none of the major league owners had approached them about signing their
players. Instead, NNL owners vowed to maintain friendly relations with white baseball
officials since that friendship had allowed black teams to hold profitable contests in
almost every major and minor league ballpark. In the Tribune, Don Deleighbur criticized
theNNL owners for "upholding jim crow at this time when every body is pressing for
progressive attitudes and real Americanisms.,,103 He also lamented that the NNL's
statement "points out the fallacious thinking that has dominated the eastern league in late
years and has, in a measure, been the big block to advancement of the players and of the
game.,,104 Several months later, Deleighbur directed more criticism toward the NNL
owners for their decision to hire the Monroe Elias Agency, a white statistical company, to
keep the official league records. He decried the move as an affront to the black
newspapers that gave the league thousands of dollars worth of free advertising every year
and lamented the amount ofwhite influence in black baseball. lOS
In December 1944, Rollo Wilson commented upon the passing of Kennesaw
Mountain Landis, saying that the late commissioner should not receive all of the blame
for keeping black players out of the major leagues. He joined Deleighbur in criticizing
102 Philadelphia Tribune, 8 January 1944.
103 Ibid.
104 Ibid.
lOS Ibid., 18 March 1944.
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NNL owners for opposing the integration of organized baseball since it would prevent
them from using major or minor league parks. According to Wilson, both Negro leagues
needed to elect· a commissioner who would appoint a special committee of owners,
newspapermen, and major league officials to plan for baseball integration. Wilson,
however, pessimistically noted that "Organized Baseball was able to get along without
colored players during the past three seasons" when the wartime manpower shortage
plagued the major leagues. 106 He also expressed pessimism about the NNL's winter
meetings, seeing no indications that the owners would elect a commissioner or replace
Tom Wilson with a more impartial president, 107
Despite the Negro leagues owners' inactivity, the movement to integrate the
major leagues continued with the Brooklyn Dodgers giving a tryout to Terris McDuffie
and Dave Thomas. Recently, New York Governor Thomas Dewey had signed a bill
outlawing racial discrimination in hiring practices in the state, and the Dodgers offered
the tryout in response to the new legislation. Dodgers' President Branch Rickey and
manager Leo Durocher decided against signing the players because of their "advanced"
ages and their reputations for arguing with umpires. The Tribune criticized the workout
as a cheap publicity stunt that gave the uninformed white public the incorrect perception
that the two best Negro league players had failed to reach major league standards. Later
in April, the Boston Red Sox held a tryout for the Stars' Marvin Williams and the
Monarchs' Jackie Robinson; team officials praised both players, but refused to offer them
contracts. With that flurry of tryouts, Rollo Wilson reported that Bolden differed from
106 Philadelphia Tribune, 16 December 1944; 13 September, 7 October 1944.
107 Ibid., 9 December, 16 December 1944.
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other NNL owners and would willingly negotiate with major league officials who wanted
his players.. Bolden believed that integration would improve the Negro leagues since the
teams would attract talented players who wanted to join the major leagues and since
players would perform better in order to impress major league scouts. IDS
Although Bolden acquired veteran pitcher Roy Partlow from the Homestead
Grays before the 1945 season, the Stars never contended for first place in either half of
the season since they lacked adequate personnel on their roster. The persistent problem
of contract jumping devastated the Stars in 1945 when top second baseman Marvin
Williams and veteran Barney Brown, the mainstay of the team's pitching staff, suddenly
left for Mexico. Bolden expressed surprise since he had given both men new contracts
with the salaries that they requested and noted that the players owed a combined total of
nearly one thousand dollars to the Stars' franchise. In response to those latest departures,
Bolden angrily proclaimed that he would introduce a motion at the upcoming NNL
meeting to place lifetime bans on players who jumped their league contracts. He
admitted that owners "have been too lenient with players who have gone to Mexico in
other years and it is time we're tightening up on these fellows."I09 At the meeting,
Bolden presided in the absence of president Tom Wilson, but he abdicated his position to
Abe Manly in order to broker an agreement with other league owners. Due to Bolden's
work, the owners reached a settlement that ordered Negro league players in Mexico to
return to their clubs or face a five-year suspension; any future contract jumpers would
automatically receive a five-year suspension. 110
108 Philadelphia Tribune, 14 April, 21 April, 5 May 1945.
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Shortstop Frank Austin represented the team's best player, and the Tribune even
touted him as the key to major league integration. Quoting former Negro league stars,
the newspaper declared that the twenty-one year-old shortstop could compete at a major
league' level and urged other black press organizations to agitate for Austin to receive a
tryout. In September, however, Austin extinguished his chances of breaking the color
barrier when he threw his bat at an opposing pitcher in a game at Shibe Park after the
pitcher threw a tight inside pitch. The umpire properly ejected Austin from the game,
and the NNL fined him ten dollars for the incident and suspended him for three league
contests. Following that sorry incident, the Stars completed their season with little
fanfare and finished in fourth place with a losing record. I I I
In October 1945, Jackie Robinson of the Kansas City Monarchs made history
when he signed a contract with the Brooklyn Dodgers' organization. Although
Robinson's signing represented a lifelong dream for many black baseball players, it also
signaled the beginning of the end for Negro league baseball. Earlier in the season,
Branch Rickey had vocally supported the United States League and used its Brooklyn
Brown Dodgers franchise as a front to scout black talent. By contrast, Rickey refused to
acknowledge the two other black professional circuits as legitimate leagues because they
failed to complete balanced schedules, lacked territorial rights, and relied upon booking
agents to schedule games. Most importantly, Rickey charged that the other "so-called"
leagues failed to value their player contracts or institute a reserve clause into those
contracts, thereby leaving themselves open to exploitation from outside forces. Rickey's
statements angered many people in the NNL, particularly Ed Gottlieb who unsuccessfully
111 Philadelphia Tribune, 11 July, 21 July, 8 September, 22, September 1945.
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tried to arrange a conference between the'Dodgers' president and NNL owners. At a joint
meeting in November, NNL and NAL officials delivered a letter to Commissioner Happy
Chandler protesting the raiding of Negro league clubs and demanding that major lellgue
owners consult with them and grant them compensation for their players. I12
Throughout the wartime seasons, as the black press conducted its integration
campaign, the Stars and other Negro league teams symbolized the United States' great
hypocrisy in fighting a war against racism and enforcing racist principles at home. The
Stars also reflected the league's difficulties in keeping team rosters intact during
wartime-numerous players responded to the draft or to the lure of higher salaries in the
Caribbean leagues. Although Bolden supported baseball integration, a majority of the
NNL owners viewed integration with trepidation and publicly vowed to maintain the
status quo since it benefited them financially. Jackie Robinson's signing with the
Brooklyn Dodgers represented the culmination of the black press's efforts to expose the
absurdity of segregated baseball leagues and to pressure major league organizations into
acquiring black players. Ultimately, however, Rickey's signing of Jackie Robinson and
his perception of the NNL and NAL had established a precedent that would lead to the
downfall of the Negro leagues.
112 Philadelphia Tribune, 12 May, 25 August, 27 October, 17 November 1945.
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Chapter Four-Twilight Time, 1946-1953
The Brooklyn Dodges' acquisition of Jackie Robinson r~presented the prelude to
the end of black professional baseball; after tasting success in the 1946 season, both
Negro leagues endured tremendous declines in fan interest and financial revenue. Three
years after the historic signing, the NNL dissolved, and the league's remaining teams
moved into a realigned NAL. Although the Stars survived the NNL's demise, they
lacked the financial resources to lease a permanent ballpark after the 1947 season and
operated as a traveling team with infrequent appearances at Shibe Park. In their final six
seasons, the Stars epitomized the poor state of black baseball once the major league
integrated. For the first time in their history, the Stars competed with the major leagues
for attention in Philadelphia's blac~ community and on the Tribune's sports pages.
Additionally, the team lost its most promising players to the major leagues with little
compensation, grossed woefully low gate receipts, and, consequently, suffered a string of
financial deficits. While the Stars gradually decreased their appearances in Philadelphia,
they held onto a small loyal fanbase that cheered them in their final Shibe Park game and
probably mourned their passing in April 1953.
In the wake of Jackie Robinson's signing with the Brooklyn Dodgers, the NNL
owners finally realized that they needed a plan to deal with integration and voted on a
petition asking the major leagues for recognition in organized baseball. The owners,
however, expressed optimism about the 1946 season since many players who had served
in World War II planned to return to their teams. They ambitiously planned to increase
the number of league games on each team's schedule to eighty-a forty percent increase
over last season-and renewed the league's working agreement with the NAL. Overall,
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the 1946 season represented the NNL's and NAL's apogee since both leagues cleared a
combined two million dollars in gate receipts for the first time in their histories.
Throughout the season, however, ominous signs appeared on the sportspages of the
Tribune and other black newspapersthat foreshadowed the end of Negro league baseball.
In addition to reporting on the Stars, the Tribune followed the Montreal Royals' season
and offered regular updates on Jackie Robinson's progress. The Tribune also monitored
the progress of Philadelphia native Roy Campanella as he played with the Nashua, New
Hampshire team-another of the Dodgers' farm clubs-of the New England league. In
their reports, sportswriters relayed how fans flocked to games featuring black players and
enthusiastically cheered for them; the Montreal Royals broke attendance records for the
International League. By the end of the season, stories about Robinson, Campanella, and
other black players in organized baseball had begun to overshadow stories concerning the
Negro leagues, signaling a shift in black baseball fans' 10yalties.113
At the beginning of the season, Bolden willingly gave up his position as league
vice president to the New York Cubans' owner Alex Pompez. Bolden also retired from
his full-time job as a special clerk in Philadelphia's post office, an occupation he had held
for the past forty-two years. According to Bolden, he retired from the postal service in
order to devote all of his time to helping the NNL and to molding the Stars into a
championship team. Similar to other league clubs, optimism surrounded the Stars as they
gathered for spring training in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. Manager Homer Curry
appeared jubilant about the Stars' prospects since homerun king Bus Clarkson, stellar
second baseman Mahlon Duckett, and top pitcher Joe Fillmore had returned from the
113 Philadelphia Tribune, 2 March, 30 March, 12 April 1946.
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anned services. Furthermore, the team received news that Gene Benson, Barney Brown,
Henry McHenry, and Marvin Williams would leave the Mexican league and rejoin the
Stars before opening day. Bolden also signed pitchers Henry Miller and Henry Simpson
and catcher Tom Jones, players whom Bus Clarkson had discovered while playing
against service teams in the South Pacific. With those additions to a roster that still
included Roy Partlow and Frank Austin, Curry confidently proclaimed that the team
would finally capture that elusive championship.114
Beginning in March, the Stars suffered the first in a string of setbacks when long-
time first baseman Jim West left to manage and play for the Oakland club of the West
Coast League. Additionally, Marvin Williams signed with a team in Venezuela instead
of returning to the Stars, and Roy Partlow accepted an offer to play with the Montreal
Royals. Despite those losses, the Stars remained involved in the pennant chase during the
first half of the season, but they finished in second place behind the Newark Eagles.
According to the Tribune's Randy Dixon, the Stars failed to capture the first half title due
to the lack of a distance hitter on the roster. He noted that Bus Clarkson looked msty
after three years in the anned forces, but he confidently predicted that Clarkson would
regain his form and develop into a threatening hitter. Sadly, the Stars reverted to playing
poorly during the second half of the season and failed to challenge the Newark Eagles for
the league championship. With another losing record, the Stars ended the season in
fourth place; once again, none of the NNL teams played an equal number of league
games or played an entire eighty-game schedule. Despite those problems, thousands of
114 Philadelphia Tribune, 26 January, 12 April 1946.
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fans watched the Newa* Eagles capture the World Series title from the Kansas City
Monarchs in seven games. IIS
Although black players in organized baseball had garnered a great deal of
attention during the 1946 season, NNL owners h&d visions of grandeur due to the
season's financial success and believed that they could co-exist with the integrated major
leagues. As part of their continuing futile effort to improve the league's reputation, the
NNL owners elected Reverend John H. Johnson, an Episcopal minister from New York,
to replace Tom Wilson as league president. Unlike Wilson, Reverend Johnson held no
financial interests in any league team, and many observers saw Johnson's election as a
move to break the hold ofEd Gottlieb and other booking agents over league affairs. In
the Pittsburgh Courier, Wendell Smith praised the selection of Reverend Johnson since,
as a non-owner, the new president "will not be vulnerable to charges of favoritism and
political gerry mandering" and predicted "brighter and smoother days" for NNL
owners. 116
In April 1947, Jackie Robinson's promotion to the Brooklyn Dodgers' opening
day roster overshadowed all stories concerning the Negro leagues and directed black
baseball fans' attention away from the black professional circuits. Across the country,
black newspapers pleaded with their readers to "take this tremendous victory in stride ...
and give Jackie the chance to PROVE he's major league caliber" and to behave,
themselves at major league games. ll7 At the same time, Wendell Smith urged readers to
support the Negro league more than they had in the past since they still represented the
115 Philadelphia Tribune, 20 April, 29 June, 6 July 1946; Peterson, 283.
116 Pittsburgh Courier, 11 January 1947.
117 Ibid., 19 April 1947.
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primary developing grounds for black players. During the season, however, black fans
increasingly ignored Negro league teams in favor of attending major league parks,
including Shibe Park, to watch Robinson and the Dodgers in action. Furthermore,
extensive reports on Robinson replaced stories concerning the Negro leagues on the
sportspages of black newspapers. Wendell Smith blamed the situation on Negro league
owners and argued that "no one within the portals of the two leagues [is] willing to keep
the public informed on the outcome of games, or just what is happening in the Negro
American and Negro National League pennant races.,,1l8 He lamented that "the press and
the public have been forgotten" and prophetically warned the owners that "if the public is
forgotten, Negro baseball will be forgotten.,,1I9
Similar to other NNL teams, the Stars suffered from acute attendance problems at
both Bolden Bowl and Shibe Park; after losing their home opener to the Baltimore Elite
Giants, the teams amassed another losing record. Pitcher Henry Miller and shortstop
Frank Austin ranked among the NNL's top performers, but the rest of the Stars' players
endured unspectacular seasons. Additionally, the Stars lost two more players, Joe
Fillmore and Bus Clarkson, to the Mexican league. Due to high salaries and dwindling
gate receipts, nearly every Negro league team lost money, including the NAL champion
Cleveland Buckeyes and World Series champion New York Cubans. In December 1947,
Bolden announced that he had given manager Homer Curry his unconditional release and
that he had re-hired former manager and coach Oscar Charleston to lead the Stars.
118 Pittsburgh Courier, 14 June 1947.
119 Ibid., 14 June 1947.
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Bolden praised Curry for managing the team through difficult times and gave Charleston
the freedom to restructure the Stars' roster. 120
Over the winter, the Stars' chances for a successful 1948 season appeared to
vanish when the team quietly announced that it had lost use of Bolden Bowl due to
financial problems. Although the Stars lacked a permanent home ballpark, Gottlieb
decided to keep the franchise alive and made tentative plans to schedule home games at
Shibe Park and several out-of-city sites. Rollo Wilson lamented that the Stars had
transformed into a "wandering Jew" of baseball and that the franchise stood at the mercy
of major league baseball if it wanted to play any games in Philadelphia. With two major
league teams already using Shibe Park, the Stars could no longer offer their fans daytime
contests and could only present a limited number of nighttime contests. By playing a
reduced number of games in Philadelphia, Wilson predicted that the Stars would
represent a part-time club to local fans and that fans would not see enough of the team to
evaluate its players. 121
Prior to the start of spring training, the Stars 'opened their new headquarters at the
Christian Street YMCA in Philadelphia; the players received full membership benefits
from the YMCA and practiced daily at the Sons of Italy field. As part of his continued
effort to improve the club, Bolden extended an invitation to all young players who
wanted to tryout with the Stars and promised them that they could replace the team's
veterans. Despite the presence of hopeful young players at the training sessions, the
Stars' opening day roster included many familiar names-Frank Austin, Gene Benson,
120 Philadelphia Tribune, 27 December, 30 December 1947.
121 Pittsburgh Courier, 14 February, 13 March 1948.
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Henry Miller, and Roy Partlow, who had returned after receiving. his release from the
Brooklyn Dodgers. A lack offinancial resources prevented the team from training in the
South, but manager Oscar Charleston led his team ona barnstorming tour through the
North to prepare them for league competition. For the beginning of the regular season,
the Stars lost to the New York Cubans in Chester and then defeated the Black Yankees in
the official NNL opener at Yankee Stadium before ten thousand spectators. The Stars
celebrated their home opener in May at Shibe Park as part of a four-team doubleheader,
and in the second game, they easily defeated the Newark Eagles behind solid pitching
from Henry Miller. 122
As the Stars adjusted to competing without a home ballpark, the NNL owners
vainly strove to co-exist with the integrated major leagues and to establish the league on a
solid financial basis. To reduce each team's potential financial losses, the owners limited
the monthly payroll of each club to six thousand dollars, a decision that angered players
who would earn far less money than they had in previous seasons. Additionally, the
owners continued to argue among themselves and failed to resolve many of the lingering
league problems-unbalanced schedules, lack of an impartial commissioner, and lack of
territorial rights. In February, the major leagues essentially dealt a death blow to the
NNL by denying its petition to join organized baseball as a minor league organization.
The NNL's lack of territorial rights represented the biggest obstacle; since most NNL
clubs used major and minor league parks, their inclusion as minor league teams would
create territorial conflicts in most major cities. After a large crowd greeted had NNL
122 Philadelphia Tribune, 27 March, 6 April, 1 May, 8 May, 18 May 1948.
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teams at Yankee Stadium on the opening weekend, attendance at league games fell
dramatically during the rest of the season. 123
In June, the Newark Eagles' Effa Manley unleashed a tirade against. black
baseball fans and the black press for neglecting the Negro leagues and for devoting an
unwarranted amount of attention on the major leagues. The Tribune responded by
arguing that "Negro Baseball is tottering under.. .its own colossal stupidity and lack of
vision of which Effa's latest outburst is a typical and unshining example.,,124 The
newspaper also argued that neither black baseball fans or the black press held any
obligation to patronize the Negro leagues and that most fans no longer care what
happened in the Negro leagues. At the end of the 1948 season, World Series champion
Homestead Grays announced that they would no longer operate as a league team; owner
Rufus Jackson revealed that the Grays had lost forty-five thousand dollars in the past two
seasons. The New York Black Yankees and Newark Eagles also disbanded after the
season, thereby leading to the death of the NNL after sixteen seasons of continuous
operations. 125
For the 1949 season, the Stars, Cubans, and Elite Giants moved into a revamped
NAL that realigned into an eastern and western division; the Indianapolis Clowns and
Louisville Buckeyes joined the former NNL teams in the eastern division. The NAL
western division included the Kansas City Monarchs, Chicago American Giants,
Birmingham Black Barons, Houston Eagles, and Memphis Red Sox. All of the NAL
teams drafted players from the defunct NNL franchises; the Houston Eagles took all of
123 Philadelphia Tribune, 3 February, 28 February 1948; Peterson, 202.
124 Philadelphia Tribune, 15 June 1948; 3 February, 28 February, 1948; Peterson, 202.
125 Philadelphia Tribune, 15 June 1948; Peterson, 202, 286.
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· the players from the Newark teams except for Monte Irvin, who signed with the New
York Giants. Prior to the 1950 season, rumors circulated that NAL owners from the
western division, unhappy with the-league's alignment, wanted to oust the former NNL
teams that had joined the league on a one-year agreement. At an owners' meeting in
February, the proposed elimination failed, and the Stars, Cubans, and Elite Giants
rejoined the NAL eastern division. For the 1951 and 1952 seasons, the NAL operated
with only eight teams due to the departures of the Cubans and the Cleveland Buckeyes,
but the league remained aligned in two geographical divisions. 126
Due to the constant threats of major league scouts and the onset of the Korean
War in 1950, NAL owners wavered between fielding teams with older players and
developing young players for major league careers. From 1948 until 1952, the NAL
suffered from dramatic declines in gate receipts, forcing the owners to make deep cuts in
salaries and operational expenses. Consequently, most NAL teams fell into debt by the
middle of each season, and the owners-including the Stars' owners-sold players to
major league organizations in futile attempts to make money. Over that period, the Stars
typically started each season in debt due. to salaries, operational expenses, and
transportation costs; without a permanent home ballpark, the team grossed meager gate
receipts of fifty to two hundred dollars per game. Only the Kansas City Monarchs and
the Indianapolis Clowns, who mixed circus performances into their games, made money
after the major league integrated. Despite those financial problems, owners kept their
126 Philadelphia Tribune, 15 February 1949, 18 February 1950; Peterson, 202, 286.
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NAL teams alive in the vain hope that gate receipts would improve and that black
baseball would co-exist with the integrated major leagues. 127
Unlike previous years, the Stars' management appeared reluctant to issue any
advance information about the team's activities prior to the season and remained quiet
when ·major league organizations purchased their players. In June 1948, the American
League-leading Cleveland Indians purchased pitcher Henry Miller for an undisclosed
sum. When the Tribune contacted the Stars to confirm the story, Gottlieb refused to
confirm or deny that the Indians had acquired Miller, and Bolden remained unavailable
for comment at his Darby residence. The newspaper scolded Gottlieb and Bolden for
their secrecy and pointed out that the Indians' public relations director had informed the
Stars' ofhis team's interest in Miller during a trip to Philadelphia last August Before the
1949 season, the New York Yankees signed shortstop Frank Austin and assigned him to
their Newark Bears farm club, another move that the Stars' management tried to hide
from the public. Several weeks later, outfielder Henry Simpson accepted an offer to play
with the Eastern League's Wilkes-Barre club, an affiliate of the Cleveland Indians. In the
I midst ofthose losses, the Stars received a boost in July 1950 when Satchel Paige signed a
one-month contract with the team. For the past several seasons, Paige had pitched for the
Cleveland Indians, and he returned to the major leagues shortly after his brief tenure with
the Stars. Early in the 1952 season, the Stars lost one of their best newcomers, outfielder
Milton Smith, to the San Diego Padres of the Pacific Coast League. Although the Padres
promised to pay the Stars twenty thousand dollars for Smith, team officials bemoaned
that they received less than one-third that amount They also complained that the
127 Philadelphia Tribune, 3 October 1950; 9 January, 10 March 1951; 11 April 1953.
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Cleveland Indians had failed to pay them more than one thousand dollars for Henry
Simpson, who had made the Indians' opening day roster. 128
By the 1950 season, the Stars had lost their recognizable veterans to retirement, to
major league organizations, or to the Mexican league; once the Korean War started in
1950, the team also lost players to the armed services. In September 1950, the Stars
endured their biggest loss when their co-founder and co-owner Ed Bolden died after a
brief illness at the age of sixty-eight. At the time ofhis death, Bolden still lived on Marks
Avenue in Darby; in addition to his jobs in baseball and inthe post office, he had also
served as a distinguished member of the O. V. Catto Elks Lodge. Not surprisingly,
Bolden's front-page obituary in the Tribune detailed his career with Hilldale, avoided his
controversial ending with the storied franchise, and only briefly mentioned that he had
worked with the Stars' since the team's inaugural season. For his funeral at Darby's
Mount Zion Church, notable individuals served as Bolden's pallbearers-the list included
Postmaster Raymond Thomas, Ed Gottlieb, Oscar Charleston, and Artie Lee. Over the
winter, Gottlieb negotiated with Dr. Hilda Bolden's lawyers to purchase her late father's
ownership share in the Stars, and both parties reached a settlement that allowed Dr.
Bolden to retain partial ownership of the team. The Tribune called the settlement "a
happy arrangement" since Ed Bolden had devoted such a great deal of time to building
the Stars' franchise and praised the decision to keep his name perpetually attached to the
club.129
128 Philadelphia Tribune, 26 June 1948; 19 March 1949; 9 January 1952.
129 Ibid., 3 October, 10 October 1950; 3 March 1951.
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With Ed Bolden's death, manager Oscar Charleston took control over the team's
personnel decisions. To replace the departed players, Charleston developed a youth
movement and advertised for young local players in the Tribune, emphasizing that the
Stars represented a proven training ground for major and minor league careers. Through
Charleston's scouting efforts, the Stars attracted many local high school and sandlot
players and, for the 1952 season, carried a youthful roster whose players averaged
twenty-one years old. With their rosters of inexperienced players, the Stars consistently
posted losing records; in 1952, the team endured a nightmarish beginning to the season
with near-constant defeats and garnered the NAL's worst winning percentage.
Charleston, however, always maintained a positive outlook and praised his young players
for persevering through adverse conditions. Without a home ballpark, the young Stars
faced a grueling schedule that required them to endure extended road trips through the
southeast and Midwest, and they often played on consecutive days in different cities. For
their long road trips, the Stars traveled on their old streamline bus and, consequently,
appeared fatigued on the playing field; in early 1952, the team purchased two new station
wagons to make the traveling more comfortable. 130
As the Stars continued to operate without a home field and to play ninety percent.
of their games on the road, the team's management came under fire for failing to lease
another permanent home ballpark and schedule more games in Philadelphia. A letter to
the Tribune from a West Philadelphia resident asked why the Stars refused to play in
Hilldale Park and suggested that Gottlieb, as the team's business manager, disliked the
idea of renting the park from its black owner. The writer also asserted that the Stars had
130 Philadelphia Tribune, 20 January, 22 March, 12 April, 25 June 1952.
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harmed their popularity in Philadelphia by failing to give their loyal fans more home
dates, particularly on the summer holidays. Speaking on behalf of black baseball fans in
the Philadelphia area, the writer stressed that he wanted the Stars to remain in business
and suggested that they "cut their prices...and don't let 'foolish pride' stand in their way
of renting Hilldale Park.,,131
In addition to spending long periods of time away from Philadelphia, the Stars
also gradually delayed their debuts at Shibe Park. From 1948 until 1950, the team held
their opener at Shibe Park in May, but rain washed out their scheduled opener in May
1950, and the Stars did not play in Philadelphia until early July. In their 1951 Shibe Park
debut, the Stars lost a doubleheader to the Indianapolis Clowns and attracted a woeful
crowd of three thousand fans; at the same time, the last-place Phillies and the Dodgers
drew eighty-five thousand fans to a three-game series. For the 1952 season, the Stars'
management refused to schedule their Shibe Park opener for May due to an increase in
night games for the A's and the Phillies. They also indicated that the team would hold
fewer games in Philadelphia after withstanding heavy financial losses at Shibe Park last
season and grossing higher gate receipts on the road. When the Stars played their first
game in Philadelphia in late July, they attracted four thousand fans to Shibe Park, more
fans than they drew in any Shibe Park contest in 1951. Near the end of the season, Dr.
Hilda Bolden announced that she would meet in Philadelphia with Gottlieb and attorney
Carlyle Tucker to discuss the Stars' 1953 schedule and the future of black players in
organized baseball. According to the Tribune, Dr. Bolden wanted to emulate her late
131 Philadelphia Tribune, 19 March 1949.
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father's role with Hilldale-she intended to direct the continued growth of the Stars into
one ofthe largest gate attractions in professional black baseball. 132
After a quiet off-season, Gottlieb suddenly announced in March 1953 that he had
dissolved the franchise since he no longer wanted to risk losing money with a team that
had lost money or barely broken even during the past six seasons. Several weeks later,
however, Gottlieb contradicted his earlier announcement and promised that he would try
to sell the team for ten thousand dollars, perhaps even less given the franchise's poor
.
financial situation. The Tribune blamed the Stars' financial losses on their decline in
popularity-the team had failed to play in Philadelphia enough times to maintain its loyal
fanbase and had lost too many players to other leagues. The newspaper expressed hope
that one of the city's financial leaders would purchase the team since the Stars'
attendance at Shibe Park had improved last season and since the team carried local
players with promising baseball futures. In April, following unsuccessful attempts to sell
the franchise, Gottlieb announced that he had officially disbanded the Stars and had given
the players free agent status. Gottlieb insisted that he had consideredevery aspect of the
situation and reached the conclusion that the Stars would endure more financial losses
during the 1953 season. Although Gottlieb refused to rule out reorganizing the team in
future seasons, Ed Bolden's Philadelphia Stars had played their final baseball game. 133
132 Philadelphia Tribune, 10 July 1951; 20 January, 26 July, 26 August 1952.
133 Ibid., 14 March, 28 March, 11 April 1953.
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Conclusion
Throughout its sixteen-season history, the Negro National League represented a
collage of independent franchises whose owners dabbled in illegal enterprises and
shunned greater discipline over league affairs. The NNL arose in 1933 as a component of
newfound black nationalism, but the lack of discipline associated with the league caused
it to fall out of favor with the black public by the end of the decade. Instead of
completing their schedules, NNL teams persistently failed to play all of their scheduled
games since owners neglected to plan rain-out dates and re-classified league games as
exhibitions in order to avoid dropping in the league standings. Additionally, NNL
owners flaunted league rules when it served their best interests, stole players under
contract to other league teams, and raided the rosters of local semi-professional clubs for
their best talent. Conversely, NNL players also displayed little discipline or loyalty to the
league by bolting to lucrative leagues in the Caribbean and Mexico and by leaving their
teams in the midst of the season to barnstorm or play in tournaments. In their unrelenting
desire to make money from their baseball teams, the NNL owners effectively sanctioned
their players' indiscretions and haplessly argued among themselves as their best players
left the United States. 134
Despite their wealth, power, and influence within the African-American
community, the numbers kings who owned NNL teams still had to make their way in a
white-dominated world. Out of all the NNL franchises, only the Pittsburgh Crawfords
owned and operated their own ballpark, and the franchises used white-owned ballparks
134 Tygiel, Baseball's Great Experiment: Jackie Robinson and his Legacy (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1983), 22.
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situated in white neighborhoods. Furthermore, every league team relied upon white
booking agents to schedule their games. The arrangements with white booking agents
brought some benefits to NNL teams-the booking agents negotiated reduced rental,
operating, and insurance fees for major and minor league ballparks. Ed Gottlieb also
coordinated ticket sales and newspaper publicity for events he booked, thereby enabling
NNL teams to reduce their overhead costs and maintain fewer employees. In spite of
those benefits, several NNL owners bridled at the influence ofwhite booking agents over
league affairs and unsuccessfully attempted to rid the league oftheir control. Ultimately,
the NNL's reliance upon white booking agents represented one of the league's greatest
liabilities as it sought protection under the National Agreement. After Jackie Robinson
broke the color barrier, major league officials singled out the presence of white booking
agents as one of the primary reasons why they refused to grant the NNL recognition as a
minor league organization.135
Beginning in 1942, the NNL's rebirth coincided with patriotic fever sweeping the
country and with improved economic conditions in the black community. The NNL
owners, however, continued to argue with each other and concentrated on making as
much money as possible instead of working together to build a stable league.
Consequently, when integration occurred in 1945, the NNL oWners remained hopelessly
disorganized and unable to deal with major league franchises on an equal basis. Since
none of the NNL teams owned their home ballparks, they lacked territorial rights in most
major league cities, and major league officials denied their petition for recognition as a
minor league organization. The onset of major league integration destroyed the NNL
135 Tyginel, Past Time, 137-139.
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financially since the black community increasingly ignored black baseball and paid more
attention to black players in the major and minor leagues. Not surprisingly, the NNL
disbanded following the 1948 season; due to their shortsightedness, the NNL owners had
failed to plan for integration and had neglected to present the league as a stable and
legitimate organization.
During their twenty-season existence, the Philadelphia Stars both epitomized and
differed from teams associated with the NNL-the team never owned its home ballpark
and relied upon a white booking agent to schedule their games. Additionally, many Stars
players neglected to honor their contracts by leaving to play in the more lucrative
Caribbean or Mexican leagues, and the team often failed to complete a full schedule of
league games. Their owners, Ed Bolden and Ed Gottlieb, represented two league
officials who gave contract jumpers light punishments, formed factions with other
owners, and failed to effectively plan for integration. At the same time, the Stars
depended upon local players more than other league teams due to their inability to hold
extensive spring training sessions in the South. Since the Stars played in a small and
dirty ballpark, they never consistently drew large crowds to their home games and,
consequently, lacked the financial resources to barnstorm through the South during the
spring. While most league teams began training in February, the Stars refrained from
opening training sessions until early April, and many players missed a portion of those
limited sessions. As a result, the Stars' players usually suffered from a lack of
conditioning, and their poor playing on the field led to empty seats at Bolden Bowl.
In the wake ofpoor performances and player defections, Ed Bolden and the Stars'
managers constantly tinkered with the team's roster and occasionally resorted to raiding
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other local semi-professional teams, such as the Philadelphia Daisies. As part of his dual
effort to improve the team's performances and attendance, Bolden made forgettable
trades involving popular players, such as Norman ·"Turkey" Stearns and Curtis Harris,
who had passed their primes and contributed little to the Stars. Bolden, however,
occasionally scored triumphs with his personnel decisions, securing the services of Henry
McHenry, Roy Partlow, Barney Brown, Eugene Benson, and other notable players.
Despite their poor showings in the league standings, the Stars regularly sent two or three
players to the annual East-West game in Chicago. Unfortunately, most of the Stars' best
players jumped their contracts at some point in their careers, and several key performers
spent three or four seasons in the armed services. Due to those departures, the Stars
never developed into a winning dynasty and never won a league or .half-season title
following their championship season in 1934. Similar to all other league teams, the Stars
also lost players to major league organizations with little compensation; in their final
seasons, the team used young players and publicly admitted that it merely represented a
stepping stonefor the major and minor leagues.
As a result of their poor playing on the field, their association with.the NNL, and
their horrible· home ballpark, the Stars never attained the adoration that Hilldale had
attained from Philadelphia's black baseball fans. Unlike its reaction to the death of
Hilldale, the Tribune never offered a flowing eulogy after the Stars officially disbanded
in April 1953 and quickly moved to cover other sports stories. In reality, the Stars had
ceased to represent part of Philadelphia's sports community once they lost use of Bolden
Bowl after the 1947 season. For the next five seasons, the Stars merely represented a
part-time team to the city's black baseball fans, a traveling attraction that just happened
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to carry the city's name and local players. As a result, the Stars faded from the memory
of the city's black sports community throughout the late twentieth century; except for
articles from the Tribune, all of the team's information and records disappeared. By
comparison, extensive team records from Hilldale survived and, since the early 1990s,
have resided in the Cash-Thompson Collection at the African-American Museum in
Philadelphia. Sadly, Ed Bolden's Philadelphia Stars represent a forgotten part of the
city's rich black sports history.
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